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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please submit this form.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1578178435
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1.1 netty-transport 4.1.63.Final 
1.1.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleUserEventChannelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioChannelOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopTaskQueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerMask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ExtendedClosedChannelException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/transport/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*

* <h3>The context object</h3>
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* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically, or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);
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*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);
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*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>

* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/StacklessClosedChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446072_1617434853.28/0/netty-transport-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

 

1.2 proto-google-common-protos 2.0.1 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/ExprOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/api/Http.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ProjectProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ChangeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AuthRequirementOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ConfigChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/AuthorizationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/Date.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/Color.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MonitoringProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ClientProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/LabelDescriptorOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/logging/type/LogSeverity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ControlOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/CustomHttpPatternOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MetricProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/LocalizedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/QuotaProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/LabelProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/logging/type/HttpRequestProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/ResourceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/BackendRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/GetOperationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/api/ControlProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/WaitOperationRequestOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/OperationsProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/DateTimeOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/QuotaLimitOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/DateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/ExprProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Control.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/PostalAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ContextRuleOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Metric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Distribution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/ListOperationsRequestOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/OAuthRequirementsOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/LatLngOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AuthProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/DebugInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/OAuthRequirements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/CodeProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/DateOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ConfigChangeOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/SystemParameterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/api/SourceInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MonitoredResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/TimeZoneOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/SourceInfoProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/LogDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/UsageRuleOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/DayOfWeek.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/ListOperationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/TimeOfDayProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MetricDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/LatLng.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MonitoredResourceMetadataOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/JwtLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/EndpointProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/PreconditionFailureOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/UsageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/geo/type/Viewport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ResourceReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/DebugInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AuthenticationRuleOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/QuotaFailureOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/HttpRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/api/SystemParameterOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AuthenticationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AuthProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Documentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AuthProviderOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/ErrorInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MonitoredResourceDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/SystemParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/SystemParameterRuleOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/AuditLogOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/PreconditionFailure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ResourceProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Logging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/CalendarPeriodProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/BackendOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/TimeZone.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/DocumentationOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MetricRuleOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/CancelOperationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/SystemParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/MoneyOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/geo/type/ViewportProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ConfigChangeProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/api/MonitoredResourceMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/BackendRuleOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ContextOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/context/AttributeContextProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/BackendProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ResourceReferenceOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/BadRequestOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/Quaternion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/LabelDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/Money.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/ListOperationsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/GetOperationRequestOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/AuditLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ConsumerProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/TimeOfDayOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/EndpointOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/RequestInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/DistributionOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/ColorProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/HttpBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MetricRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/Help.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ResourceDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/SystemParameterProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/api/HttpRuleOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/Code.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ResourceDescriptorOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ProjectPropertiesOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/PostalAddressProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/DayOfWeekProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Authentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/context/AttributeContextOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/PostalAddressOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Monitoring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/RetryInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/RetryInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ContextProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/QuaternionOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/QuotaLimit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/StatusOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/ErrorInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/HttpBodyProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Usage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/QuaternionProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/LogProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/QuotaOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/Fraction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/DistributionProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/cloud/audit/AuditLogProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/ListOperationsResponseOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ServiceProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/PageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MonitoredResourceProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Backend.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/RequestMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/DeleteOperationRequestOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/CalendarPeriod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/DocumentationRuleOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/RequestInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/TimeOfDay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/DateTimeProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/ResourceInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/ResourceLocationOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/StatusProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AnnotationsProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/LaunchStageProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AuthenticationOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ServiceOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/ServiceAccountDelegationInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Quota.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/FractionOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/MoneyProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/rpc/QuotaFailure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/ColorOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/DocumentationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/CustomHttpPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/WaitOperationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MonitoredResourceOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/OperationInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/HttpOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/UsageProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/SourceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/DocumentationProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/HelpOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/ServiceAccountDelegationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/ResourceLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/RequestMetadataOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/UsageRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/AuthenticationInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Page.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/context/AttributeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/BillingOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/FractionProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MetricOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/AuthenticationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/cloud/audit/AuthorizationInfoOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/api/MonitoringOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AuthRequirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/LatLngProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/geo/type/ViewportOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/LoggingProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/FieldBehaviorProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/logging/type/HttpRequestOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/LoggingOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/PropertyOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/OperationOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/BadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MonitoredResourceDescriptorOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/ErrorDetailsProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/logging/type/LogSeverityProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/HttpBodyOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/AdviceOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/MetricDescriptorOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/rpc/LocalizedMessageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/JwtLocationOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/DeleteOperationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Billing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/SystemParametersOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/type/DateProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/api/LogDescriptorOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/OperationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/HttpProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/FieldBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/logging/type/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/ContextRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/BillingProto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/longrunning/CancelOperationRequestOrBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

//     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/monitored_resource.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/timeofday.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/system_parameter.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/cloud/audit/audit_log.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/control.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/postal_address.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/config_change.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/logging/type/log_severity.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/context.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/distribution.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/date.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/quota.proto
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/client.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/money.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/rpc/context/attribute_context.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/consumer.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/rpc/status.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/expr.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/http.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/log.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/calendar_period.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/color.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/metric.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/documentation.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/usage.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/dayofweek.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/monitoring.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/fraction.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/auth.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/source_info.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/longrunning/operations.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/resource.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/latlng.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/rpc/code.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/datetime.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/label.proto
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/type/quaternion.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/geo/type/viewport.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/service.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/httpbody.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/logging.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/annotations.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/billing.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/logging/type/http_request.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/field_behavior.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/rpc/error_details.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/backend.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/endpoint.proto

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

//     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

// agreement (which includes confidentiality provisions). These features may

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/google/api/launch_stage.proto

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  *

  *

  * <pre>

  * Early Access features are limited to a closed group of testers. To use

  * these features, you must sign up in advance and sign a Trusted Tester

  * agreement (which includes confidentiality provisions). These features may

  * be unstable, changed in backward-incompatible ways, and are not

  * guaranteed to be released.

  * </pre>

  *

  * <code>EARLY_ACCESS = 1;</code>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876734_1643115814.46/0/proto-google-common-protos-2-0-1-sources-

jar/com/google/api/LaunchStage.java

 

1.3 protobuf-java 2.6.1 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
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OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.4 guava 31.0.1-jre 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigDecimalMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/OverflowAvoidingLockSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ToDoubleRounder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Java8Compatibility.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ParametricNullness.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ElementTypesAreNonnullByDefault.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullnessCasts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/NullnessCasts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/NullnessCasts.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManagerBridge.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-
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info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Floats}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/FloatsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Doubles}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/DoublesMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express
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* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TableCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express
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* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Internal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Ints}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/IntsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Shorts}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ShortsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/DirectExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/IncidentEdgeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ClosingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in
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  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208929711_1632961079.01/0/guava-31-0-1-jre-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

 

1.5 netty-reactive-streams-http 2.0.5 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.6 pgv-java-stub 0.6.1 
1.6.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.7 annotations 2.16.86 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.8 aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch 1.12.7 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteAnomalyDetectorRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteInsightRulesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ListMetricStreamsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutAnomalyDetectorRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ListDashboardsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeAlarmHistoryResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetInsightRuleReportResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ListMetricsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeAnomalyDetectorsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/StartMetricStreamsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeAlarmsForMetricResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/AlarmType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/AlarmHistoryItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutAnomalyDetectorResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MetricStreamFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetMetricStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MissingRequiredParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ConcurrentModificationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MetricAlarmStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeAlarmsForMetricRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutDashboardRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/LabelOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/CompositeAlarmStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/waiters/CompositeAlarmExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ListMetricsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/StartMetricStreamsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MetricDataQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DisableInsightRulesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeInsightRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/HistoryItemType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ListDashboardsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ScanBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DashboardEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/InsightRuleMetricDatapointStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeAlarmsForMetricResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/AnomalyDetectorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetInsightRuleReportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetMetricStreamResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeAlarmsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/CloudWatchActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/InvalidParameterCombinationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeAlarmsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ComparisonOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetMetricWidgetImageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteAlarmsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DisableInsightRulesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/StatisticSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetMetricDataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/CompositeAlarm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PartialFailure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeInsightRulesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DashboardValidationMessageStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ListDashboardsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutMetricDataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutAnomalyDetectorResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DashboardInvalidInputErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/AmazonCloudWatchClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeAnomalyDetectorsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/waiters/AmazonCloudWatchWaiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteMetricStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/SetAlarmStateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetMetricWidgetImageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutCompositeAlarmRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/StartMetricStreamsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/InvalidFormatExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/AbstractAmazonCloudWatchAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/SetAlarmStateResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/InsightRuleMetricDatapoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/InvalidFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MetricDatum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ListMetricsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteMetricStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteAnomalyDetectorResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/AmazonCloudWatchAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ListDashboardsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetMetricStatisticsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MissingRequiredParameterExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutDashboardResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/RecentlyActive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutMetricStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetInsightRuleReportRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MetricStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/waiters/DescribeAlarmsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/InsightRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeAlarmHistoryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/EnableAlarmActionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ListMetricStreamsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/StatisticSetStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ListMetricStreamsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PartialFailureStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/waiters/AlarmExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteDashboardsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/RangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/Dimension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DisableAlarmActionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetMetricStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetMetricStatisticsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MetricStat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutMetricStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DimensionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/SetAlarmStateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/InvalidParameterValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/SetAlarmStateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/InternalServiceExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MetricStreamEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetDashboardResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutAnomalyDetectorRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutInsightRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutMetricAlarmRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/EnableAlarmActionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DashboardInvalidInputErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutDashboardRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutMetricAlarmResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DashboardValidationMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetMetricDataResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutMetricDataResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutDashboardResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/StandardUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/StopMetricStreamsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetMetricDataRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DashboardNotFoundErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MetricDataResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DisableInsightRulesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutCompositeAlarmRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DashboardNotFoundErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/InternalServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DimensionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MessageData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MetricStreamEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutMetricDataRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutInsightRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeInsightRulesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetDashboardResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/AmazonCloudWatchAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteDashboardsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetMetricWidgetImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MetricDataResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutCompositeAlarmResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/EnableInsightRulesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteAnomalyDetectorResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/Statistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/InsightRuleContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeAlarmHistoryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeAlarmsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/EnableInsightRulesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DatapointStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteAlarmsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteDashboardsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/InsightRuleContributorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/AmazonCloudWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/Metric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeAnomalyDetectorsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/EnableInsightRulesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/StopMetricStreamsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutMetricStreamResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MetricDataQueryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetMetricStatisticsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeAlarmsForMetricRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/AmazonCloudWatchAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/AmazonCloudWatchClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/InvalidParameterValueExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/AnomalyDetectorStateValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetMetricStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetInsightRuleReportRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/Datapoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MetricDatumStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DisableAlarmActionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutMetricDataResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteMetricStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/AnomalyDetectorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeAlarmHistoryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/TagStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutMetricAlarmRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/InvalidNextTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteInsightRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/AlarmHistoryItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/EnableAlarmActionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutMetricStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/InvalidParameterCombinationExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteDashboardsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteMetricStreamResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DimensionFilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/StopMetricStreamsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeAnomalyDetectorsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MessageDataStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/InsightRuleContributorDatapointStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetMetricWidgetImageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/AbstractAmazonCloudWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutInsightRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DescribeInsightRulesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/UntagResourceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteAlarmsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DisableAlarmActionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MetricAlarm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DescribeAlarmsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteInsightRulesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DashboardEntry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteAlarmsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/StatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetDashboardRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/AnomalyDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/GetDashboardRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ListMetricsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/StopMetricStreamsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/AnomalyDetectorConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/EnableInsightRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/TagResourceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/DeleteAnomalyDetectorRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MetricStatStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/LabelOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/MetricStreamFilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/StateValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/StartMetricStreamsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetMetricDataResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DeleteInsightRulesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutCompositeAlarmResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/PutInsightRuleResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/ListMetricStreamsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/PutMetricAlarmResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/InsightRuleContributorDatapoint.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/InsightRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/EnableAlarmActionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/AmazonCloudWatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/GetMetricStatisticsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DisableAlarmActionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/DisableInsightRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/MetricStreamOutputFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/ConcurrentModificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184440_1677539914.9356709/0/aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/cloudwatch/model/transform/InvalidNextTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

 

1.9 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.19 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

The MIT License

 

 Copyright (c) 2009 codehaus.org.

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876677_1643115784.16/0/animal-sniffer-annotations-1-19-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.codehaus.mojo/animal-sniffer-annotations/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The MIT License

*

* Copyright (c) 2008 Kohsuke Kawaguchi and codehaus.org.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

* THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876677_1643115784.16/0/animal-sniffer-annotations-1-19-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/mojo/animal_sniffer/IgnoreJRERequirement.java

 

1.10 aws-kinesisanalytics-runtime 1.2.0 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

AWS Kinesisanalytics Runtime

Copyright 2018 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

1.11 kryo-shaded 4.0.2 

 

1.12 jaxb-api 2.4.0-b180830.0359 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

* or LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to
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* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

 

1.13 ion-java 1.0.2 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

Amazon Ion Java

Copyright 2007-2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.14 failureaccess 1.0.1 

 

1.15 auth 2.16.86 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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1.16 cjson 1.7.7 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009-2017 Dave Gamble and cJSON contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Contributors

============

 

Original Author: [Dave Gamble](https://github.com/DaveGamble)

Current Maintainer: [Max Bruckner](https://github.com/FSMaxB)

 

* [Ajay Bhargav](https://github.com/ajaybhargav)

* [Alper Akcan](https://github.com/alperakcan)

* [Anton Sergeev](https://github.com/anton-sergeev)

* [Bob Kocisko](https://github.com/bobkocisko)

* [Christian Schulze](https://github.com/ChristianSch)

* [Casperinous](https://github.com/Casperinous)

* [Debora Grosse](https://github.com/DeboraG)

* [dieyushi](https://github.com/dieyushi)

* [Dngwn Hung ()](https://github.com/DongwenHuang)

* Eswar Yaganti

* [Evan Todd](https://github.com/etodd)

* [Fabrice Fontaine](https://github.com/ffontaine)

* Ian Mobley

* Irwan Djadjadi

* [IvanVoid](https://github.com/npi3pak)

* [Jakub Wilk](https://github.com/jwilk)

* [Jiri Zouhar](https://github.com/loigu)

* [Jonathan Fether](https://github.com/jfether)

* [Julin Vsquez](https://github.com/juvasquezg)
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* [Kevin Branigan](https://github.com/kbranigan)

* [Kyle Chisholm](https://github.com/ChisholmKyle)

* [Linus Wallgren](https://github.com/ecksun)

* Mike Pontillo

* [Mike Jerris](https://github.com/mjerris)

* [Mike Robinson](https://github.com/mhrobinson)

* Paulo Antonio Alvarez

* [Pawel Winogrodzki](https://github.com/PawelWMS)

* [prefetchnta](https://github.com/prefetchnta)

* [Rafael Leal Dias](https://github.com/rafaeldias)

* [Robin Mallinson](https://github.com/rmallins)

* [Rod Vagg](https://github.com/rvagg)

* [Roland Meertens](https://github.com/rmeertens)

* [Romain Porte](https://github.com/MicroJoe)

* [Simon Ricaldone](https://github.com/simon-p-r)

* [Stephan Gatzka](https://github.com/gatzka)

* [Weston Schmidt](https://github.com/schmidtw)

* [yangfl](https://github.com/yangfl)

* [Zhao Zhixu](https://github.com/zhaozhixu)

 

And probably more people on [SourceForge](https://sourceforge.net/p/cjson/bugs/search/?q=status%3Aclosed-

rejected+or+status%3Aclosed-out-of-date+or+status%3Awont-fix+or+status%3Aclosed-

fixed+or+status%3Aclosed&page=0)

 

Also thanks to all the people who reported bugs and suggested new features.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) <year> 2007-14 Mike Karlesky, Mark VanderVoord, Greg Williams

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.17 amazon-kinesis-connector-flink 2.3.0 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Modifications copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

flink-sql-connector-kinesis

Copyright 2014-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This project bundles the following dependencies under the Apache Software License 2.0.

(http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

- joda-time:joda-time:2.5

- commons-io:commons-io:2.4

- commons-lang:commons-lang:2.6

- commons-logging:commons-logging:1.1.3

- commons-codec:commons-codec:1.10

- org.apache.commons:commons-lang3:3.3.2

- com.google.guava:guava:29.0-jre

- com.google.guava:failureaccess:1.0.1

- com.fasterxml.jackson.core:jackson-annotations:2.12.1

- com.fasterxml.jackson.core:jackson-databind:2.12.1

- com.fasterxml.jackson.core:jackson-core:2.12.1

- com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat:jackson-dataformat-cbor:2.12.1

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Modifications copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

flink-connector-kinesis

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This project bundles the following dependencies under the Apache Software License 2.0.

(http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

- com.amazonaws:amazon-kinesis-client:1.14.0

- com.amazonaws:amazon-kinesis-producer:0.14.0
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- com.amazonaws:aws-java-sdk-core:1.12.7

- com.amazonaws:aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch:1.12.7

- com.amazonaws:aws-java-sdk-dynamodb:1.12.7

- com.amazonaws:aws-java-sdk-kinesis:1.12.7

- com.amazonaws:aws-java-sdk-kms:1.12.7

- com.amazonaws:aws-java-sdk-s3:1.12.7

- com.amazonaws:aws-java-sdk-sts:1.12.7

- com.amazonaws:dynamodb-streams-kinesis-adapter:1.5.3

- com.amazonaws:jmespath-java:1.12.7

- com.typesafe.netty:netty-reactive-streams-http:2.0.5

- com.typesafe.netty:netty-reactive-streams:2.0.5

- io.netty:netty-buffer:4.1.63.Final

- io.netty:netty-codec-http2:4.1.63.Final

- io.netty:netty-codec-http:4.1.63.Final

- io.netty:netty-codec:4.1.63.Final

- io.netty:netty-common:4.1.63.Final

- io.netty:netty-handler:4.1.63.Final

- io.netty:netty-resolver:4.1.63.Final

- io.netty:netty-transport-native-epoll:linux-x86_64:4.1.63.Final

- io.netty:netty-transport-native-unix-common:4.1.63.Final

- io.netty:netty-transport:4.1.63.Final

- org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient:4.5.9

- org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore:4.4.11

- software.amazon.awssdk:annotations:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:apache-client:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:auth:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:aws-cbor-protocol:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:aws-core:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:aws-json-protocol:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:aws-query-protocol:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:http-client-spi:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:kinesis:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:metrics-spi:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:netty-nio-client:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:profiles:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:protocol-core:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:regions:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:sdk-core:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:sts:2.16.86

- software.amazon.awssdk:utils:2.16.86

- software.amazon.eventstream:eventstream:1.0.1

- software.amazon.ion:ion-java:1.0.2

 

This project bundles the following dependencies under the BSD license.

See bundled license files for details.

 

- com.google.protobuf:protobuf-java:2.6.1
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This project bundles the following dependencies under the Creative Commons Zero license

(https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/).

 

- org.reactivestreams:reactive-streams:1.0.3

 

The Amazon Kinesis Producer Library includes http-parser, Copyright (c) Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors,

libc++, Copyright (c) 2003-2014, LLVM Project, and slf4j, Copyright (c) 2004-2013 QOS.ch, each of which is

subject to the terms and conditions of the MIT license that states as follows:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

The Amazon Kinesis Producer Library includes Protocol Buffers, Copyright (c) 2014, Google Inc. (except for

atomicops_internals_generic_gcc.h, which is Copyright (c) Red Hat Inc., atomicops_internals_aix.h, which is

Copyright (c) Bloomberg Finance LP, and Andorid.mk, which is Copyright (c) The Android Open Source Project),

base64, Copyright (c) 2013, Alfred Klomp, glog, Copyright (c) 2008, Google Inc., libcxxrt, Copyright (c) 2010-

2011 PathScale, Inc., and LLVM + clang, Copyright (c) 2003-2014 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,

each of which is subject to the terms and conditions of the BSD license that states as follows:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
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ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The Amazon Kinesis Producer Library includes Boost C++ Libraries, which is subject to the Boost Software

License - Version 1.0 that states as follows:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and

accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above license grant, this restriction and

the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works

of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code

generated by a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

The Amazon Kinesis Producer Library includes OpenSSL, which is subject to the following terms and conditions:

 

LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License
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-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

The Amazon Kinesis Producer Library includes Guava, which is subject to the terms and conditions of the Apache

License Version 2.0 that states as follows:

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by

the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For

the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to

the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source

code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose

of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices
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cannot be construed as modifying the License.  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications

and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your

modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the

Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions.  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]"replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)  The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See

the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.18 j2objc-annotations 1.3 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

For org.w3c.dom code.

 

See <http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/>.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Mockito contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2009, JSR305 expert group

All rights reserved.

 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the JSR305 expert group nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

package java.security;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Legacy security code; do not use.

*/

public abstract class Permission implements Guard, Serializable {

   public Permission(String name) { }

 

   public final String getName() { return null; }

 

   public void checkGuard(Object obj) throws SecurityException { }

 

   public PermissionCollection newPermissionCollection() {

       return new AllPermissionCollection();

   }

 

   public abstract String getActions();

 

   public abstract boolean implies(Permission permission);

}

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Android-specific code.                        ==

  =========================================================================

 

Android Code

Copyright 2005-2008 The Android Open Source Project

 

This product includes software developed as part of

The Android Open Source Project (http://source.android.com).

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Harmony distribution.                  ==

  =========================================================================
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Apache Harmony

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Harmony were originally developed by

Intel Corporation and are licensed to the Apache Software

Foundation under the "Software Grant and Corporate Contribution

License Agreement", informally known as the "Intel Harmony CLA".

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the ICU License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2014 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.
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  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the KXML License.                                  ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002,2003, Stefan Haustein, Oberhausen, Rhld., Germany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the W3C License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en

Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved. This program is

distributed under the W3C's Software Intellectual Property License.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the fdlibm License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Developed at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 ******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003, International Business Machines Corporation and   *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                               *

******************************************************************************

 

Created on May 2, 2003

 

To change the template for this generated file go to

Window>Preferences>Java>Code Generation>Code and Comments

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-2005 - All Rights Reserved                     *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. and others, 1996-2009 - All Rights Reserved         *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. and others, 1996-2009 - All Rights Reserved         *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *
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*******************************************************************************

*   file name:  UBiDiProps.java

*   encoding:   US-ASCII

*   tab size:   8 (not used)

*   indentation:4

*

*   created on: 2005jan16

*   created by: Markus W. Scherer

*

*   Low-level Unicode bidi/shaping properties access.

*   Java port of ubidi_props.h/.c.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2004, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2009-2010, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-2003 - All Rights Reserved                     *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

#******************************************************************************

 

This locale data is based on the ICU's Vietnamese locale data (rev. 1.38)

found at:

 

http://oss.software.ibm.com/cvs/icu/icu/source/data/locales/vi.txt?rev=1.38

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1999-2003 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation is

copyrighted and owned by IBM. These materials are provided

under terms of a License Agreement between IBM and Sun.

This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not be removed.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - 1997, All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998, All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation is

copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary

of IBM. These materials are provided under terms of a License

Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology is protected

by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1999 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 2002 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent
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and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996,1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996-1998 -  All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 1996-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

* others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Oracle designates certain files in this repository as subject to the "Classpath" exception.

The designated files include the following notices. In the following notices, the

LICENSE file referred to is:

 

**********************************

START LICENSE file
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**********************************

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced
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by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or
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   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to
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   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent
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obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of
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all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."
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   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

**********************************

END LICENSE file

**********************************

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--
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Copyright (c) 1998, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1999, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<?xml version="1.0"?>

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<code>Replaceable</code> is an interface representing a

string of characters that supports the replacement of a range of

itself with a new string of characters.  It is used by APIs that

change a piece of text while retaining metadata.  Metadata is data

other than the Unicode characters returned by char32At().  One

example of metadata is style attributes; another is an edit

history, marking each character with an author and revision number.

 

<p>An implicit aspect of the <code>Replaceable</code> API is that

during a replace operation, new characters take on the metadata of

the old characters.  For example, if the string "the <b>bold</b>

font" has range (4, 8) replaced with "strong", then it becomes "the

<b>strong</b> font".

 

<p><code>Replaceable</code> specifies ranges using a start

offset and a limit offset.  The range of characters thus specified

includes the characters at offset start..limit-1.  That is, the

start offset is inclusive, and the limit offset is exclusive.

 

<p><code>Replaceable</code> also includes API to access characters

in the string: <code>length()</code>, <code>charAt()</code>,

<code>char32At()</code>, and <code>extractBetween()</code>.

 

<p>For a subclass to support metadata, typical behavior of
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<code>replace()</code> is the following:

<ul>

 <li>Set the metadata of the new text to the metadata of the first

 character replaced</li>

 <li>If no characters are replaced, use the metadata of the

 previous character</li>

 <li>If there is no previous character (i.e. start == 0), use the

 following character</li>

 <li>If there is no following character (i.e. the replaceable was

 empty), use default metadata<br>

 <li>If the code point U+FFFF is seen, it should be interpreted as

 a special marker having no metadata<li>

 </li>

</ul>

If this is not the behavior, the subclass should document any differences.

 

<p>Copyright &copy; IBM Corporation 1999.  All rights reserved.

 

@author Alan Liu

@stable ICU 2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<code>ReplaceableString</code> is an adapter class that implements the

<code>Replaceable</code> API around an ordinary <code>StringBuffer</code>.

 

<p><em>Note:</em> This class does not support attributes and is not

intended for general use.  Most clients will need to implement

{@link Replaceable} in their text representation class.

 

<p>Copyright &copy; IBM Corporation 1999.  All rights reserved.

 

@see Replaceable

@author Alan Liu

@stable ICU 2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2007 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the

"Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and

to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do
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so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission

notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the

above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated

documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or

in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data

File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS

INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written

authorization of the copyright holder.

 

 

Generated automatically from the Common Locale Data Repository. DO NOT EDIT!

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2011 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the

"Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data

Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright

notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c)

there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as

well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR

ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project
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Copyright (c) 1996, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project
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Copyright (c) 2000, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project
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Copyright (c) 2005, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2009, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 1995, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1994, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1996, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1997, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1999, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2002, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003,2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1999 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009,  Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Copyright 2009 Google Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2015 Google Inc.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Google designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Google in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licensed Materials - Property of IBM

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1999 All Rights Reserved.

(C) IBM Corp. 1997-1998.  All Rights Reserved.

 

The program is provided "as is" without any warranty express or

implied, including the warranty of non-infringement and the implied

warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a particular purpose.
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IBM will not be liable for any damages suffered by you as a result

of using the Program. In no event will IBM be liable for any

special, indirect or consequential damages or lost profits even if

IBM has been advised of the possibility of their occurrence. IBM

will not be liable for any third party claims against you.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

is licensed under the same terms.  The copyright and license information

for java/net/Inet4AddressImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/PlainDatagramSocketImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/PlainSocketImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/FileChannelImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/FileDispatcherImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/InheritedChannel.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/ServerSocketChannelImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

same terms. The copyright and license information for sun/nio/ch/Net.java

follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/io/FileSystem.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/lang/Long.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/IOStatus.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/io/UnixFileSystem.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/lang/Integer.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/NetworkInterface.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/SocketOptions.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/util/zip/ZipFile.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution.  ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan XSLT processor)

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer)

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  =========================================================================

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

      http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems.,

      http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation.,

      http://www.ibm.com.

     

  =========================================================================

  The binary distribution package (ie. jars, samples and documentation) of
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  this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation

        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

     

    - Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

        - CUP Parser Generator runtime (javacup\runtime) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================

  The source distribution package (ie. all source and tools required to build

  Xalan Java) of this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation

        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

        - Ant - see LICENSE.txt

        - Stylebook doc tool - see LICENSE.txt   

     

    - Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

        - Lexical Analyzer Generator (JLex) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================      

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of Apache Xerces Java in xercesImpl.jar and xml-apis.jar

  were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.   

 

  =========================================================================  

  Apache xml-commons xml-apis (redistribution of xml-apis.jar)

 

  Apache XML Commons

  Copyright 2001-2003,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at
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  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.
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Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the
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   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions
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are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs
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whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)
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   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but
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only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

ICU

 

There are two licenses here:

- ICU license

- Unicode Terms of Use

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

From http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

X License (old version). For license pedigree see the

ICU FAQ at http://icu-project.org/userguide/icufaq.html

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2014 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY
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CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unicode Terms of Use, from http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

 

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode

Privacy Policy. For trademark usage, see the Unicode Consortium Name and

Trademark Usage Policy.

 

Notice to End User: Terms of Use

Carefully read the following legal agreement ("Agreement"). Use or copying of

the software and/or codes provided with this agreement (The "Software")

constitutes your acceptance of these terms. If you have any questions about

these terms of use, please contact the Unicode Consortium.

 

A. Unicode Copyright.

 1. Copyright  1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

 2. Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating

    that "Modification is permitted." Any person is hereby authorized, without

    fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works

    conforming to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions

    herein.

 3. Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and

    distribute all documents and files solely for informational purposes in

    the creation of products supporting the Unicode Standard, subject to the

    Terms and Conditions herein.

 4. Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of

    the particular set of data files known as the "Unicode Character Database"

    can be found in Exhibit 1.

 5. Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights

    and restrictions of use. For the book editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier),

    these are found on the back of the title page. The online code charts

    carry specific restrictions. All other files, including online

    documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

    covered under these general Terms of Use.

 6. No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is

    charged for access to the "mirror" site.

 7. Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of
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    this document must be verbatim.

B. Restricted Rights Legend. Any technical data or software which is licensed

  to the United States of America, its agencies and/or instrumentalities under

  this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software

  developed exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS

  252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For technical data, use,

  duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as

  set forth in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov

  1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance with FAR 12-212 or

  DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the

  Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

C. Warranties and Disclaimers.

 1. This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical

    errors or other inaccuracies . Changes are periodically added to the

    information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of

    the publication and/or website. Unicode may make improvements and/or

    changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in this publication

    and/or website at any time.

 2. If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode,

    Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for any claim will be exchange of the

    defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

 3. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION C.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS

    PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR

    STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF

    MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

    UNICODE AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS

    IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

    REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

D. Waiver of Damages. In no event shall Unicode or its licensors be liable for

  any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of any kind, or

  any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode was advised of the

  possibility of the damage, including, without limitation, those resulting

  from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

  use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

E. Trademarks & Logos.

 1. The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc.

    The Unicode Consortium and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode,

    Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

    your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the

    Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

 2. The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark

    Policy) are incorporated herein by reference and you agree to abide by

    the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

    time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

 3. All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their

    respective owners.

F. Miscellaneous.

 1. Jurisdiction and Venue. This server is operated from a location in the
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    State of California, United States of America. Unicode makes no

    representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other

    locations. If you access this server from other locations, you are

    responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of

    this site and any claims and damages resulting from use of this site are

    governed solely by the laws of the State of California without regard to

    any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The

    user agrees that any disputes regarding this site shall be resolved solely

    in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees

    said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to

    transfer the dispute to any other forum.

 2. Modification by Unicode Unicode shall have the right to modify this

    Agreement at any time by posting it to this site. The user may not assign

    any part of this Agreement without Unicodes prior written consent.

 3. Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this

    website or use of the information herein, except for those based on

    Unicodes net income.

 4. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or

    unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in

    effect.

 5. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between

    the parties.

 

EXHIBIT 1

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online

code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/. Software

includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under the

directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING,

INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA

FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO

BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT

AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in

http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software,

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

documentation, and

(c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software

as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

JUnit

 

Common Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and
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     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights
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needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:

 

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
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Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST
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PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation

is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not
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expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/ . Unicode Software includes any source code

published in the Unicode Standard or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU

DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES

OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2006 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s)

and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software,

(b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in

associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data
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File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data

File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

 

1.19 gson 2.10 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlTimeTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JavaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/PreJava9DateFormatProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-
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jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/NumberTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1455481167_1667022567.4713087/0/gson-2-10-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/GsonBuildConfig.java

 

1.20 asm 5.0.4 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the <code>MethodVisitor</code> to send the resulting inlined

    *            method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *            parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *            deprecated.

    * @param name
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    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature

    *            the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions

    *            the internal names of the method's exception classes (see

    *            {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *            <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException
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    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:
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 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariableAnnotationNode}. <i>Subclasses must

    * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #LocalVariableAnnotationNode(int, TypePath, LabelNode[], LabelNode[], int[], String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param typeRef

    *            a reference to the annotated type. See {@link TypeReference}.

    * @param typePath

    *            the path to the annotated type argument, wildcard bound, array

    *            element type, or static inner type within 'typeRef'. May be

    *            <tt>null</tt> if the annotation targets 'typeRef' as a whole.

    * @param start

    *            the fist instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (inclusive).

    * @param end

    *            the last instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (exclusive). This

    *            array must have the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param index

    *            the local variable's index in each range. This array must have

    *            the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param desc

    *            the class descriptor of the annotation class.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
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*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner

    *            the owner's class name.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *            be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

resize.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

writer.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-
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frames.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

annotations.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).
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    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000741800_1646171538.12/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

 

1.21 profiles 2.16.86 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation
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 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.22 listenablefuture 9999.0-empty-to-avoid-

conflict-with-guava 

 

1.23 aws-java-sdk-dynamodb 1.12.7 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBClientConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGenerateStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/PlusOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/NegationCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/UpdateAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMappingsRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/BinaryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/UpdateItemExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/Operand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/UnitOfExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/PathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/RemoveAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ListLiteralOperand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ScanExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ListAppendFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/S.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/FunctionOperand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ComparatorCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/DeleteItemExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/OrCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/LiteralOperand.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/BOOL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/L.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/N.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/M.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/MinusOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/NS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/FunctionCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/SetAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/Precedence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/PutItemExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/BS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/SS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/SubstitutionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ExpressionSpecBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/IfNotExistsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/PathOperand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/InCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/DeleteAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/GetItemExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ParenthesizedCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/QueryExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/NULL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/NamedElement.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemCollectionMetricsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingSettingsDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoverySpecificationJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TimeToLiveSpecificationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchStatementRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingSettingsUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExecuteTransactionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeLimitsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ArchivalSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdateMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsDescriptionMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTimeToLiveRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeKinesisStreamingDestinationRequestMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteReplicationGroupMemberActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeLimitsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamViewType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactWriteItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContributorInsightsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KinesisDataStreamDestinationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ConditionalCheckFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchStatementResponseMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ItemCollectionSizeLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeEndpointsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeExportRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AbstractAmazonDynamoDBAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExportDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ConditionCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeEndpointsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableToPointInTimeResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RecordJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExecuteTransactionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExecuteStatementResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/QueryResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchGetItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListExportsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableAutoScalingDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeEndpointsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AttributeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionCheckJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RecordMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTablesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Put.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactionCanceledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KeysAndAttributesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/EnableKinesisStreamingDestinationRequestProtocolMa

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeKinesisStreamingDestinationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TimeToLiveSpecificationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchWriteItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeExportRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateReplicationGroupMemberAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TimeToLiveSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/EndpointJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PointInTimeRecoveryDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProvisionedThroughputDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListGlobalTablesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingSettingsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateGlobalTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListExportsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListContributorInsightsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreTableFromBackupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeLimitsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateReplicationGroupMemberActionJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteBackupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchStatementResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoveryDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExpectedAttributeValueJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeDefinitionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfigurationDescriptio

n.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListStreamsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/FailureExceptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAutoScalingUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConsumedCapacityMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaSettingsDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchExecuteStatementResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTimeToLiveRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContinuousBackupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContinuousBackupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactionInProgressException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/EndpointMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeEndpointsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ConditionalOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/KinesisDataStreamDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchWriteItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExportNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalSecondaryIndexAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalSecondaryIndexActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamRecordMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaAutoScalingUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContributorInsightsSummaryMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingDescriptionJ

sonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchExecuteStatementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableFromBackupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AbstractAmazonDynamoDBStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingSettingsDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ParameterizedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Projection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProjectionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteBackupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdateJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProvisionedThroughputExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TrimmedDataAccessExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaSettingsUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/IdempotentParameterMismatchExceptionUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfigurationUpdate.jav

a
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexDescriptionMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContinuousBackupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AbstractAmazonDynamoDBStreamsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeExportRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateContributorInsightsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableToPointInTimeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TrimmedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContinuousBackupsUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ConsumedCapacity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ScanResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListTablesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListBackupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchStatementError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SSESpecificationJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeKinesisStreamingDestinationRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DisableKinesisStreamingDestinationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeValueUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/InvalidExportTimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/waiters/DescribeTableFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Identity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteBackupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Capacity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeValueJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTimeToLiveRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteReplicaActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/waiters/TableExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DisableKinesisStreamingDestinationRequestProtocolM

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContinuousBackupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaSettingsUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListContributorInsightsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingPolicyDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchGetItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContributorInsightsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListExportsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ItemResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableToPointInTimeRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchExecuteStatementResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetRecordsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListContributorInsightsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeContinuousBackupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactionConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemCollectionMetricsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTimeToLiveResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactGetItemsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExportConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfiguration

UpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExpiredIteratorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExportFormat.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateContributorInsightsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/QueryRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExecuteStatementRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetRecordsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Record.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SSEStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KinesisDataStreamDestinationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaSettingsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableFromBackupRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReturnItemCollectionMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/IndexNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchGetItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReturnValuesOnConditionCheckFailure.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdateJson

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BillingModeSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExportDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateContinuousBackupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContributorInsightsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteReplicaActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExportSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExecuteStatementRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/WriteRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/IdempotentParameterMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateReplicaAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetShardIteratorRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/LocalSecondaryIndexDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContinuousBackupsDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeBackupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsRequestProtocolMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProvisionedThroughput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/OperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SourceTableDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExportDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeValueUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetShardIteratorResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateBackupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateReplicaActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTagsOfResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExportConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CancellationReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfiguration

UpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeBackupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Replica.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SourceTableDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListGlobalTablesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContinuousBackupsUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExportTableToPointInTimeResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SSEDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeContinuousBackupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdateMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactGetItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/IndexNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/InvalidRestoreTimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionCheckMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTimeToLiveRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KeySchemaElementMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchWriteItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/InternalServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TimeToLiveDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ShardIteratorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingPolicyUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemResponseMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputOverrideMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ScanRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContributorInsightsSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContinuousBackupsRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoveryUnavailableExceptionUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ShardJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamSpecificationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PointInTimeRecoveryUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateContinuousBackupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTimeToLiveResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListBackupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PutRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExpiredIteratorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExportSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExecuteStatementResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetRecordsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KeysAndAttributesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicationGroupUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListExportsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContributorInsightsAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchStatementResponseJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeLimitsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CapacityMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdateJson
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Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchStatementRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/EnableKinesisStreamingDestinationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfiguration

DescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/S3SseAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExportTableToPointInTimeRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoverySpecificationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchGetItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DestinationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ComparisonOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreTableFromBackupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SourceTableFeatureDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAutoScalingDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SSESpecificationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProjectionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamRecordJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/FailureExceptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/QueryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContinuousBackupsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListGlobalTablesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingPolicyDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreTableToPointInTimeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ScanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DisableKinesisStreamingDestinationResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeContributorInsightsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AttributeAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContributorInsightsSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/WriteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TimeToLiveStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionalCheckFailedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/QueryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ParameterizedStatementMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteGlobalSecondaryIndexActionJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeBackupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchExecuteStatementRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/InvalidRestoreTimeExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingPolicyDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeGlobalTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListStreamsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaAutoScalingDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingPolicyUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConsumedCapacityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateReplicationGroupMemberActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContinuousBackupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicationGroupUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProvisionedThroughputOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListContributorInsightsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ParameterizedStatementJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTimeToLiveRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteReplicationGroupMemberAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreTableToPointInTimeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchExecuteStatementRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndexUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SequenceNumberRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListStreamsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TimeToLiveDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeGlobalTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetRecordsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SequenceNumberRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/IndexStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExecuteTransactionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/IdentityMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReturnConsumedCapacity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KeySchemaElementJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContributorInsightsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTimeToLiveRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExportTableToPointInTimeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateBackupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteBackupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoveryDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProjectionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchStatementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DisableKinesisStreamingDestinationRequestMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeKinesisStreamingDestinationResultJsonUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/KeysAndAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Get.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AbstractAmazonDynamoDB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/EnableKinesisStreamingDestinationRequestMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SSEDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchStatementErrorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeDefinitionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContributorInsightsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetShardIteratorRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateReplicationGroupMemberActionJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteBackupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ItemCollectionMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetRecordsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Delete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaSettingsDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeLimitsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ScanRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/FailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/endpointdiscovery/AmazonDynamoDBEndpointCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateBackupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PointInTimeRecoverySpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DisableKinesisStreamingDestinationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExportSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListBackupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemResponseJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListGlobalTablesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContinuousBackupsDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListGlobalTablesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BillingModeSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ScanRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaSettingsUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndexDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateReplicationGroupMemberAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/EnableKinesisStreamingDestinationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeBackupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/endpointdiscovery/AmazonDynamoDBEndpointCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableAutoScalingDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ArchivalSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DuplicateItemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SequenceNumberRangeJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeContributorInsightsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateBackupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTablesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateReplicaActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DuplicateItemExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SSESpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemCollectionSizeLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/EnableKinesisStreamingDestinationResultJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExportTableToPointInTimeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateGlobalSecondaryIndexAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputExceededExceptionUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ScalarAttributeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfiguration

DescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListTagsOfResourceResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAutoScalingUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PutItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeBackupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamSpecificationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ArchivalSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAutoScalingDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AmazonDynamoDBException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RequestLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdateJsonUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/KeySchemaElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalSecondaryIndexActionJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactionCanceledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTimeToLiveResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteGlobalSecondaryIndexAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Select.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdateMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeEndpointsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Stream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListTablesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RequestLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CancellationReasonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndexInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchStatementErrorCodeEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/waiters/AmazonDynamoDBWaiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BillingModeSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/LocalSecondaryIndexInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdateMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PutItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactionConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalSecondaryIndexActionJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SSEType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactWriteItemsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListExportsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CapacityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTablesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactGetItemsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContinuousBackupsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateReplicationGroupMemberActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SourceTableFeatureDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexDescriptionJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExecuteTransactionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PointInTimeRecoveryStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExportStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchGetItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetShardIteratorResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/InternalServerErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/KeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteReplicaAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchWriteItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContributorInsightsRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/QueryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListStreamsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListBackupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListTagsOfResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchStatementErrorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeKinesisStreamingDestinationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/InvalidExportTimeExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExportNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListBackupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeExportResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BillingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateBackupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExecuteStatementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/IdentityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListContributorInsightsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateGlobalTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SSEDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalSecondaryIndexActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetShardIteratorRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableAutoScalingDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ShardMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AttributeValueUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContributorInsightsRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputOverrideJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/LocalSecondaryIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SourceTableFeatureDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingDescription

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SourceTableDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExpectedAttributeValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeExportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/waiters/TableNotExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingSettingsUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTagsOfResourceRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchWriteItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExpectedAttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicationGroupUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteGlobalSecondaryIndexActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/DynamoDBv2Actions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CancellationReasonJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactionInProgressExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactWriteItemsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Shard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingPolicyUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsDescriptionJson

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TimeToLiveDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ResourceInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingSettingsUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExportTableToPointInTimeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListStreamsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteReplicationGroupMemberActionJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTimeToLiveResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableFromBackupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ResourceInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTagsOfResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Update.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExecuteTransactionRequestMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ArrayIndexElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/BetweenCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/AndCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/IndexScanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/AddAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/B.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ScanResultPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/QueryResultPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/AttributeTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/AttributeTransformerChain.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2016. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ObjectToStringMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/metrics/DynamoDBRequestMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/util/TableUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/ItemUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/IDynamoDBMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/AbstractDynamoDBMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at
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*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/TableWriteItems.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/UpdateTableSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/InternalUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/FluentArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/UpdateItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/IteratorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Index.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/QueryApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/ScanFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/GetItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ListTablesCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/BatchGetItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Page.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ListTablesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/AbstractSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/BatchGetItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/ValueList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/BatchWriteItemSpec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/DeleteItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/DeleteItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/ScanApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/PageIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ScanCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/GetItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/ListTablesApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/TableKeysAndAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/AbstractSpecWithPrimaryKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/GetItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/UpdateItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/PageBasedCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/PageIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/BatchWriteItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/DeleteItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/BatchWriteItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ValueTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/PutItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/TableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/QueryPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/FluentHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/PrimaryKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/QuerySpec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/ScanOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/AttributeUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/UpdateItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/BatchGetItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/QueryOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/QueryFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ListTablesPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/PutItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/IncompatibleTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/QueryCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ScanPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/FluentHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/ItemCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/KeyAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/KeyConditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/QueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/AbstractImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/NameMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/IndexQueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/BatchGetItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/PutItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/AbstractCollectionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Expected.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ItemValueConformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/PutItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ScanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/GetItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/DynamoDB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/BatchWriteItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/ListTablesSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/UpdateItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/ScanSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/DeleteItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/LowLevelResultListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/ValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/RangeKeyCondition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDB.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/AbstractEnumMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBQueryExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConvertedEpochDate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/StringSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ObjectUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/S3LinkToStringMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BigIntegerUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/DateSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ObjectToMapMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ShortSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BigIntegerSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ShortUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/NullableUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ConversionSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/NumberSetToNumberSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/StringSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/DateToStringMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/FloatUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/DateUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BigDecimalSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/StringUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/IntegerUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/IntegerSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteBufferSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/NumberToNumberMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/LUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ByteArrayToBinaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ItemConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/StringToStringMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/DoubleSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/MapToMapMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/BooleanToNumberMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBNativeBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ListUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/S3LinkUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/MapUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/CollectionToListMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/UUIDSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/CustomMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/BooleanSetToNumberSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ByteBufferToBinaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteArrayUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteBufferUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ObjectSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ByteArraySetToBinarySetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/BooleanToBooleanMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/CalendarSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteArraySetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/CustomUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/DateSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ObjectSetUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/UUIDUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ArgumentMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/DoubleUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/FloatSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/UUIDSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ConversionSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/CalendarUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BooleanSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ByteBufferSetToBinarySetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/LongUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BooleanUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/LongSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BigDecimalUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/CalendarToStringMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/CalendarSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/MUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/NSUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGeneratedKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/SUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMarshalling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBIndexRangeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBScanExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBVersionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/NUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConverted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/S3Link.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBIndexHashKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapperConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapperFieldModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/PaginatedQueryList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/KeyPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BSUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBIgnore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/SSUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBVersioned.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGenerated.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/JsonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBGeneratedUuid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBSaveExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/PaginatedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ParallelScanTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBRangeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBHashKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/PaginatedParallelScanList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBDeleteExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBReflector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ArgumentUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/S3ClientCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/PaginatedScanList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/StandardBeanProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGeneratedTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ConvertibleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConvertedTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTableMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBScalarAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBConvertedBool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapperModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBKeyed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBNamed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBFlattened.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGeneratedDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/StandardModelFactories.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapperTableModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConvertedJson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConvertedEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBDelimited.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTyped.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/StandardTypeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/StandardAnnotationMaps.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/UpdateExpressionGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/BatchLoadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTransactionLoadExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/TransactionWriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/VersionAttributeConditionExpressionGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/TransactionLoadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184450_1677547333.734661/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTransactionWriteExpression.java

 

1.24 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.14.1 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.25 aws-json-protocol 2.16.86 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.26 netty-transport-native-unix-common

4.1.63.Final 
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1.26.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_jni.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Unix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IovArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PreferredDirectByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Buffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/LimitsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ErrorsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_limits.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_util.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_limits.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PeerCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Limits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SocketWritableByteChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DatagramSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/NativeInetAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Socket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_socket.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_errors.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketReadMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_socket.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/FileDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_errors.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810946_1643017794.71/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannelConfig.java

 

1.27 zlib 1.2.8 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017
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 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

*/

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.28 event-stream 1.0.1 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1015861006_1591858433.32/0/event-stream-1-0-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.github.malkomich/event-stream/pom.xml

 

1.29 amazon-kinesis-producer 0.14.0 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                              Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.30 client-spi 2.16.86 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.31 aws-java-sdk-kms 1.12.7 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR
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* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/KMSActions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidImportTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRotationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/OriginType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidCiphertextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyRotationStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ImportKeyMaterialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidKeyUsageExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CancelKeyDeletionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidMarkerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ScheduleKeyDeletionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantConstraintsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidKeyUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListRetirableGrantsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidArnException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotRelatedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateRandomRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListGrantsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListResourceTagsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectTrustAnchorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RetireGrantRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListRetirableGrantsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantConstraints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UnsupportedOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomerMasterKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SignResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidGrantTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRotationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ExpirationModelType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListAliasesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreNameInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateRandomResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/WrappingKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MalformedPolicyDocumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectKeyMaterialException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyMetadataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidCiphertextExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DataKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidGrantIdExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidArnExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRotationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RetireGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MalformedPolicyDocumentExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/PutKeyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidGrantIdException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidGrantTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/VerifyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectionStateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/PutKeyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListAliasesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidMarkerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotActiveExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListResourceTagsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateKeyDescriptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeyPoliciesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AbstractAWSKMSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/NotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidAliasNameExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetPublicKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DependencyTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetParametersForImportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyUsageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ExpiredImportTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectionErrorCodeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ImportKeyMaterialResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AliasListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AWSKMSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CancelKeyDeletionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreNameInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterInvalidConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidImportTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetPublicKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetParametersForImportRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantConstraintsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoresListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRotationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DecryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReEncryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectKeyExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DecryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidAliasNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SigningAlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoresListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreHasCMKsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyMetadataJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectKeyMaterialExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInvalidSignatureExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptionAlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AliasListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyManagerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DependencyTimeoutExceptionUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DataKeyPairSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RevokeGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyRotationStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListGrantsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ExpiredImportTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoresListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SignRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UnsupportedOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RevokeGrantRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterInvalidConfigurationExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeCustomKeyStoresResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInvalidSignatureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeyPoliciesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AbstractAWSKMS.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/VerifyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReEncryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectTrustAnchorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AliasListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotActiveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateGrantRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInternalExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotRelatedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreHasCMKsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184295_1677539944.1300604/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportRequestMarshaller.java
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1.32 boost 1.58.0 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

Use of this software is granted under one of the following two licenses,

to be chosen freely by the user.

 

1. Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 Marcin Kalicinski

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

2. The MIT License

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 Marcin Kalicinski

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

===========================================================================

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Barend Gehrels, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

Copyright (c) 2008-2011 Bruno Lalande, Paris, France.

Copyright (c) 2009-2011 Mateusz Loskot, London, UK.

 

Use, modification and distribution is subject to the Boost Software License,

Version 1.0. (See accompanying file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at

http://www.boost.org/LICENSE_1_0.txt)

============================================================================

 

The default copyright note for C++ source files reads:

 

// Boost.Geometry (aka GGL, Generic Geometry Library)

 

// Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Barend Gehrels, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

// Copyright (c) 2008-2011 Bruno Lalande, Paris, France.

// Copyright (c) 2009-2011 Mateusz Loskot, London, UK.

 

// Parts of Boost.Geometry are redesigned from Geodan's Geographic Library

// (geolib/GGL), copyright (c) 1995-2010 Geodan, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

 

// Use, modification and distribution is subject to the Boost Software License,

// Version 1.0. (See accompanying file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at

// http://www.boost.org/LICENSE_1_0.txt)

 

Exceptions:

1) Major work of any author -> might change order, change date

2) Exclusive work of one author including design -> might take sole copyright

	Examples:

		- adapted geometry types e.g. array, Boost.Polygon

		- implemented file-format e.g. WKB

		- implemented specific strategy or algorithm e.g. intersections

3) Examples -> might take sole copyright

4) Tests -> might take sole copyright

5) Docs -> might take sole copyright

6) Utilities e.g. converters -> might take sole copyright

 

 

 

The copyright note for other (source) files as .py, Jamfiles, etc is similar
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and comments are changed accordingly.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<!DOCTYPE article PUBLIC "-//Boost//DTD BoostBook XML V1.0//EN"

"http://www.boost.org/tools/boostbook/dtd/boostbook.dtd">

<article id="copyright_test" last-revision="DEBUG MODE Date: 2000/12/20 12:00:00 $"

xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude">

 <title>Copyright Test</title>

 <articleinfo>

   <copyright>

     <year>1963</year> <year>1964</year> <year>1965</year> <holder>Jane Doe</holder>

   </copyright>

   <copyright>

     <year>2018</year> <holder>Joe Blow, John Coe</holder>

   </copyright>

   <copyright>

     <year>1977</year> <year>1985</year> <holder>Someone else</holder>

   </copyright>

 </articleinfo>

</article>

This package was debianized by Vladimir Prus <ghost@cs.msu.su> on

Wed, 17 July 2002, 19:27:00 +0400.

 

Copyright:

 

   /+\

   +\	Copyright 1993-2002 Christopher Seiwald and Perforce Software, Inc.

   \+/

 

   This is Release 2.4 of Jam/MR, a make-like program.

 

   License is hereby granted to use this software and distribute it

   freely, as long as this copyright notice is retained and modifications

   are clearly marked.

 

   ALL WARRANTIES ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.

 

Some portions are also:

 

   Copyright 2001-2006 David Abrahams.

   Copyright 2002-2006 Rene Rivera.

   Copyright 2003-2006 Vladimir Prus.

  

   Distributed under the Boost Software License, Version 1.0.

   (See accompanying file LICENSE_1_0.txt or http://www.boost.org/LICENSE_1_0.txt)

This is an attempt to acknowledge early contributions to the garbage

collector.  Later contributions should instead be mentioned in

README.changes.
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HISTORY -

 

 Early versions of this collector were developed as a part of research

projects supported in part by the National Science Foundation

and the Defense Advance Research Projects Agency.

 

The garbage collector originated as part of the run-time system for

the Russell programming language implementation. The first version of the

garbage collector was written primarily by Al Demers.  It was then refined

and mostly rewritten, primarily by Hans-J. Boehm, at Cornell U.,

the University of Washington, Rice University (where it was first used for

C and assembly code), Xerox PARC, SGI, and HP Labs.  However, significant

contributions have also been made by many others.

 

Some other contributors: 

 

More recent contributors are mentioned in the modification history in

README.changes.  My apologies for any omissions.

 

The SPARC specific code was originally contributed by Mark Weiser.

The Encore Multimax modifications were supplied by

Kevin Kenny (kenny@m.cs.uiuc.edu).  The adaptation to the IBM PC/RT is largely

due to Vernon Lee, on machines made available to Rice by IBM.

Much of the HP specific code and a number of good suggestions for improving the

generic code are due to Walter Underwood.

Robert Brazile (brazile@diamond.bbn.com) originally supplied the ULTRIX code.

Al Dosser (dosser@src.dec.com) and Regis Cridlig (Regis.Cridlig@cl.cam.ac.uk)

subsequently provided updates and information on variation between ULTRIX

systems.  Parag Patel (parag@netcom.com) supplied the A/UX code.

Jesper Peterson(jep@mtiame.mtia.oz.au), Michel Schinz, and

Martin Tauchmann (martintauchmann@bigfoot.com) supplied the Amiga port.

Thomas Funke (thf@zelator.in-berlin.de(?)) and

Brian D.Carlstrom (bdc@clark.lcs.mit.edu) supplied the NeXT ports.

Douglas Steel (doug@wg.icl.co.uk) provided ICL DRS6000 code.

Bill Janssen (janssen@parc.xerox.com) supplied the SunOS dynamic loader

specific code. Manuel Serrano (serrano@cornas.inria.fr) supplied linux and

Sony News specific code.  Al Dosser provided Alpha/OSF/1 code.  He and

Dave Detlefs(detlefs@src.dec.com) also provided several generic bug fixes.

Alistair G. Crooks(agc@uts.amdahl.com) supplied the NetBSD and 386BSD ports.

Jeffrey Hsu (hsu@soda.berkeley.edu) provided the FreeBSD port.

Brent Benson (brent@jade.ssd.csd.harris.com) ported the collector to

a Motorola 88K processor running CX/UX (Harris NightHawk).

Ari Huttunen (Ari.Huttunen@hut.fi) generalized the OS/2 port to

nonIBM development environments (a nontrivial task).

Patrick Beard (beard@cs.ucdavis.edu) provided the initial MacOS port.

David Chase, then at Olivetti Research, suggested several improvements.

Scott Schwartz (schwartz@groucho.cse.psu.edu) supplied some of the

code to save and print call stacks for leak detection on a SPARC.
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Jesse Hull and John Ellis supplied the C++ interface code.

Zhong Shao performed much of the experimentation that led to the

current typed allocation facility.  (His dynamic type inference code hasn't

made it into the released version of the collector, yet.)

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Software License, Version 1.0

 

Copyright 2002-2003, Trustees of Indiana University.

Copyright 2000-2001, University of Notre Dame.

All rights reserved.

 

Indiana University has the exclusive rights to license this product under the

following license.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * All redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   the list of authors in the original source code, this list of conditions

   and the disclaimer listed in this license;

 

 * All redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the disclaimer listed in this license

   in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution;

 

 * Any documentation included with all redistributions must include the
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   following acknowledgement:

 

     "This product includes software developed at the University of Notre Dame

     and the Pervasive Technology Labs at Indiana University. For technical

     information contact Andrew Lumsdaine at the Pervasive Technology Labs at

     Indiana University.  For administrative and license questions contact the

     Advanced Research and Technology Institute at 351 West 10th Street.

     Indianapolis, Indiana 46202, phone 317-278-4100, fax 317-274-5902."

 

   Alternatively, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself, and

   wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

 * The name Indiana University, the University of Notre Dame or "Caramel"

   shall not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without prior written permission from Indiana University.  For written

   permission, please contact Indiana University Advanced Research &

   Technology Institute.

 

 * Products derived from this software may not be called "Caramel", nor may

   Indiana University, the University of Notre Dame or "Caramel" appear in

   their name, without prior written permission of Indiana University Advanced

   Research & Technology Institute.

 

Indiana University provides no reassurances that the source code provided does

not infringe the patent or any other intellectual property rights of any other

entity.  Indiana University disclaims any liability to any recipient for claims

brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property

rights or otherwise. 

 

LICENSEE UNDERSTANDS THAT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" FOR WHICH NO WARRANTIES

AS TO CAPABILITIES OR ACCURACY ARE MADE. INDIANA UNIVERSITY GIVES NO WARRANTIES

AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATION THAT SOFTWARE IS FREE OF INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY PATENT, COPYRIGHT, OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. INDIANA UNIVERSITY MAKES

NO WARRANTIES THAT SOFTWARE IS FREE FROM "BUGS", "VIRUSES", "TROJAN HORSES",

"TRAP DOORS", "WORMS", OR OTHER HARMFUL CODE.  LICENSEE ASSUMES THE ENTIRE RISK

AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE AND/OR ASSOCIATED MATERIALS, AND TO THE

PERFORMANCE AND VALIDITY OF INFORMATION GENERATED USING SOFTWARE.

The following people hereby grant permission to replace all existing

licenses on their contributions to Boost with the Boost Software

License, Version 1.0. (boostinspect:nolicense boostinspect:nocopyright)

 

Aleksey Gurtovoy (agurtovoy@meta-comm.com)

Andrei Alexandrescu (andrewalex - at - hotmail.com) (See Boost list message of August 12, 2004 11:06:58 AM

EST)  

Andrew Lumsdaine ()

Anthony Williams (anthony -at- justsoftwaresolutions.co.uk)

Beman Dawes (bdawes@acm.org)

Brad King (brad.king -at- kitware.com) (See Boost list message of Wed, 21 Jul 2004 11:15:46 -0400)
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Brian Osman (osman -at- vvisions.com) (See CVS log)

Bruce Barr (schmoost -at- yahoo.com) (See Boost list of Mon, 16 Aug 2004 15:06:43 -0500)

Bruno da Silva de Oliveira (bruno - at - esss.com.br)

Christain Engstrom (christian.engstrom -at- glindra.org) (See Boost list message of Mon, 30 Aug 2004 14:31:49

+0200)

Cromwell D Enage (sponage -at- yahoo.com) (See Boost list message of August 12, 2004 11:49:13 AM EST)

Dan Gohman (djg -at- cray.com) (See Boost list messsage of Sat, 21 Aug 2004 10:54:59 +0100)

Dan Nuffer (dan -at- nuffer.name)

Daniel Frey (d.frey -at- gmx.de, daniel.frey -at- aixigo.de)

Daniel Nuffer (dan -at- nuffer.name)

Darin Adler (darin -at- bentspoon.com) (Email to Andreas Huber, see change log)

Daryle Walker (darylew - at - hotmail.com)

Dave Abrahams (dave@boost-consulting.com)

Dave Moore (dmoore -at- viefinancial.com) (See Boost list message of 18 Dec 2003 15:35:50 -0500)

David Abrahams (dave@boost-consulting.com)

Dietmar Kuehl (dietmar_kuehl -at- yahoo.com) (Email to Andreas Huber, see change log)

Douglas Gregor (gregod -at- cs.rpi.edu, dgregor -at- cs.indiana.edu, doug.gregor -at- gmail.com)

Dr John Maddock (john - at - johnmaddock.co.uk)

Edward D. Brey (brey -at- ductape.net) (Email to Andreas Huber, see change log)

Eric Ford (un5o6n902 -at- sneakemail.com) (See Boost list message of Sun, 15 Aug 2004 10:29:13 +0100)

Eric Friedman (ebf@users.sourceforge.net)

Eric Niebler (eric@boost-consulting.com)

Fernando Cacciola (fernando_cacciola@ciudad.com.ar)

Fernando Luis Cacciola Carballal (fernando_cacciola@ciudad.com.ar)

Francois Faure (Francois.Faure -at- imag.fr) (See CVS log)

Gary Powell (powellg - at - amazon.com) (See Boost list message of 10 Feb 2004 14:22:46 -0800)

Gennadiy Rozental (rogeeff -at- mail.com) (Email to Andreas Huber, see change log)

Gottfried Ganssauge (Gottfried.Ganssauge -at- HAUFE.DE) (See Boost List message of Mon, 16 Aug 2004

10:09:19 +0200)

Gottfried Ganauge (Gottfried.Ganssauge -at- HAUFE.DE) (Alternative spelling of Gottfried Ganssauge)

Greg Colvin (gregory.colvin -at- oracle.com) (See Boost list message of Sat, 14 Aug 2004 10:57:00 +0100)

Gregory Colvin (gregory.colvin -at- oracle.com) (See Boost list message of Sat, 14 Aug 2004 10:57:00 +0100)

Gunter Winkler (gunter.winkler -at- unibw-muenchen.de) (See Boost List message of Mon, 16 Aug 2004 10:24:17

+0200)

Hartmut Kaiser (hartmut.kaiser -at- gmail.com)

Herve Bronnimann (hbr -at- poly.edu)

Herv Brnnimann (hbr -at- poly.edu)

Housemarque Oy (Ilari Kuittinen ilari.kuittinen -at- housemarque.fi)

Howard Hinnant (hinnant -at- twcny.rr.com) (See Boost list message of July 25, 2004 3:44:49 PM EST)

Hubert Holin (hubert_holin -at- users.sourceforge.net)

Indiana University ()

Itay Maman (imaman -at- users.sourceforge.net)

Jaakko Jrvi (jajarvi -at- osl.iu.edu)

Jaap Suter (j.suter -at- student.utwente.nl) (See Boost list message of Thu, 16 Sep 2004 09:32:43 -0700)

Jeff Garland (jeff - at - crystalclearsoftware.com) (see Boost list post of July 25, 2004 19:31:09 -0700)

Jens Maurer (Jens.Maurer@gmx.net)

Jeremy G Siek (jsiek@osl.iu.edu)

Jeremy Siek (jsiek@osl.iu.edu)
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Joel de Guzman (joel -at- boost-consulting.com) (See Boost list message of July 25, 2004 8:32:00 PM EST)

John Bandela (jbandela-at-ufl.edu)

John Maddock (john - at - johnmaddock.co.uk)

John R Bandela (jbandela-at-ufl.edu)

Jonathan Turkanis (turkanis -at- coderage dot com)

Juergen Hunold (hunold -at- ive.uni-hannover.de) (See Boost List Message of Fri, 13 Aug 2004 19:39:55 +0200)

Kevlin Henney (kevlin -at- curbralan.com) (See Boost list message of Wed, 15 Sep 2004 18:15:17 +0200)

Kresimir Fresl (fresl -at- master.grad.hr) (See Boost List message of August 16, 2004 8:23:35 AM EST)

Lars Gullik Bjnnes (larsbj -at- lyx.org) (See Boost list message of Tue, 17 Aug 2004 15:49:02 +0100)

Lie-Quan Lee (liequan - at - slac.stanford.edu, llee - at - cs.indiana.edu)

Maarten Keijzer (mkeijzer -at- cs.vu.nl) (See Boost list message of Wed, 18 Aug 2004 21:43:18 +0100)

Mac Murrett (mmurrett -at- mac.com)

Marc Wintermantel (wintermantel -at- imes.mavt.ethz.ch, wintermantel -at- even-ag.ch) (See CVS log)

Michael Glassford (glassfordm - at - hotmail.com)

Michael Stevens (Michael.Stevens - at - epost.de)

Multi Media Ltd. (pdimov@mmltd.net)

Nicolai M Josuttis (solutions -at- josuttis.com) (See Boost list message of Mon, 30 Aug 2004 10:52:00 +0100)

Nikolay Mladenov (nickm -at- sitius.com) (See Boost list message of Tue, 17 Aug 2004 15:45:33 +0100)

Paul Mensonides (pmenso57 -at- comcast.net) (See Boost list message of July 21, 2004 1:12:21 AM EST)

Pavol Droba (droba -at- topmail.sk)

Peter Dimov (pdimov@mmltd.net)

R W Grosse-Kunstleve (RWGrosse-Kunstleve@lbl.gov)

Ralf W. Grosse-Kunstleve (RWGrosse-Kunstleve@lbl.gov)

Rational Discovery LLC (Greg Landrum Landrum -at- RationalDiscovery.com) (See Boost list post of Tue, 17 Aug

2004 10:35:36 +0100)

Rene Rivera (grafik/redshift-software.com, rrivera/acm.org)

Robert Ramey (ramey@www.rrsd.com)

Roland Richter (roland -at- flll.jku.at) (See Boost list post of Mon, 16 Aug 2004 22:16:55 +0200)

Roland Schwarz (roland.schwarz -at- chello.at)

Ronald Garcia (garcia -at- cs.indiana.edu) (Email to Andreas Huber, see change log)

Samuel Krempp (krempp -at- crans.ens-cachan.fr) (See Boost list message of Mon, 27 Sep 2004 13:18:36 +0200)

Stefan Seefeld (seefeld -at- sympatico.ca)

Stephen Cleary (scleary -at- jerviswebb.com) (See Boost list message of Tue, 28 Sep 2004 13:11:46 +0100)

Steve Cleary (Variant of Stephen Cleary)

Sylvain Pion (Sylvain.Pion - at - sophia.inria.fr)

The Trustees of Indiana University ()

Thomas Witt (witt - at - ive.uni-hannover.de, witt - at - acm.org, witt - at - styleadvisor.com)

Thorsten Jrgen Ottosen (nesotto - at - cs.auc.dk)

Thorsten Ottosen (nesotto - at - cs.auc.dk)

Toon Knapen (toon dot knapen - at - fft.be)

Trustees of Indiana University ()

University of Notre Dame ()

Vladimir Prus (ghost@cs.msu.su)

William E. Kempf () (email to Beman Dawes, 9/14/2006 4:18 PM)

Joerg Walter (jhr.walter - at - t-online.de : email to ublas mailing list Mon, 17 Sep 2007 10:17:08 +0200)

Mathias Koch (mkoch - at - idesis.de 7 : email to boost-owner@lists.boost.org Sep 2007 13:20:09 +0200)

 

--- end ---
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1.33 commons-io 2.8.0 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.34 netty-resolver 4.1.63.Final 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/RoundRobinInetAddressResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/CompositeNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultHostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetSocketAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AbstractAddressResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/SimpleNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/resolver/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolverGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/ResolvedAddressTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446056_1617434856.38/0/netty-resolver-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntries.java

 

1.35 netty-transport-classes-epoll 4.1.85.Final
1.35.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket.

    * See <a href="https://linux.die.net//man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-classes-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1475197215_1668596577.0726275/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-85-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

 

1.36 aws-core 2.16.86 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.37 jctools-core 3.1.0 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Ordering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueueUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeJvmInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/LinkedQueueAtomicNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Preference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SupportsIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseSpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicQueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/AbstractEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMapLong.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeLongArrayAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscBlockingConsumerArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseMpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/InternalAPI.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/ConcurrentQueueSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/ConcurrentAutoTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/PortableJvmInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingSetInt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SequencedAtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscCompoundQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseSpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

 

	<artifactId>jctools-core</artifactId>

	<groupId>org.jctools</groupId>

	<version>3.1.0</version>
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	<name>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</name>

	<description>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</description>

	<packaging>bundle</packaging>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-all</artifactId>

			<version>${hamcrest.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>${junit.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.google.guava</groupId>

			<artifactId>guava-testlib</artifactId>

			<version>${guava-testlib.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-surefire-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.0-M3</version>

				<configuration>

					<includes>

						<include>*</include>

					</includes>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.felix</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-bundle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>4.2.1</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<instructions>

						<Import-Package>sun.misc;resolution:=optional</Import-Package>

					</instructions>

				</configuration>
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			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.2.0</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-sources</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.1.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<additionalOptions>

						<additionalOption>-Xdoclint:none</additionalOption>

					</additionalOptions>

					<source>8</source>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<repository>

			<id>bintray-jctools-jctools</id>

			<name>jctools-jctools</name>

			<url>https://api.bintray.com/maven/jctools/jctools/jctools-core/;publish=1</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

	<url>https://github.com/JCTools</url>

	<inceptionYear>2013</inceptionYear>
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	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<scm>

		<url>https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</url>

		<connection>scm:git:https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</connection>

		<tag>HEAD</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/nitsanw</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/mjpt777</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/RichardWarburton</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/kay</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/franz1981</url>

		</developer>

	</developers>

 

	<prerequisites>

		<maven>3.5.0</maven>

	</prerequisites>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

		<java.version>1.6</java.version>

		<java.test.version>1.8</java.test.version>

 

		<maven.compiler.source>${java.version}</maven.compiler.source>

		<maven.compiler.target>${java.version}</maven.compiler.target>

		<maven.compiler.testSource>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testSource>

		<maven.compiler.testTarget>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testTarget>

 

		<hamcrest.version>1.3</hamcrest.version>

		<junit.version>4.12</junit.version>
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		<guava-testlib.version>21.0</guava-testlib.version>

	</properties>

</project>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

 

1.38 protobuf v2.6.1 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

This file contains a list of people who have made large contributions

to the public version of Protocol Buffers.

 

Original Protocol Buffers design and implementation:

 Sanjay Ghemawat <sanjay@google.com>

 Jeff Dean <jeff@google.com>

 Daniel Dulitz <daniel@google.com>

 Craig Silverstein

 Paul Haahr <haahr@google.com>

 Corey Anderson <corin@google.com>

 (and many others)

 

Proto2 C++ and Java primary author:

 Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

 

Proto2 Python primary authors:

 Will Robinson <robinson@google.com>

 Petar Petrov <petar@google.com>

 

Large code contributions:

 Jason Hsueh <jasonh@google.com>

 Joseph Schorr <jschorr@google.com>

 Wenbo Zhu <wenboz@google.com>

 

Large quantity of code reviews:

 Scott Bruce <sbruce@google.com>

 Frank Yellin

 Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@google.com>

 Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

 Ambrose Feinstein <ambrose@google.com>

 

Documentation:

 Lisa Carey <lcarey@google.com>

 

Maven packaging:

 Gregory Kick <gak@google.com>
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Patch contributors:

 Kevin Ko <kevin.s.ko@gmail.com>

   * Small patch to handle trailing slashes in --proto_path flag.

 Johan Euphrosine <proppy@aminche.com>

   * Small patch to fix Python CallMethod().

 Ulrich Kunitz <kune@deine-taler.de>

   * Small optimizations to Python serialization.

 Leandro Lucarella <llucax@gmail.com>

   * VI syntax highlighting tweaks.

   * Fix compiler to not make output executable.

 Dilip Joseph <dilip.antony.joseph@gmail.com>

   * Heuristic detection of sub-messages when printing unknown fields in

     text format.

 Brian Atkinson <nairb774@gmail.com>

   * Added @Override annotation to generated Java code where appropriate.

 Vincent Choinire <Choiniere.Vincent@hydro.qc.ca>

   * Tru64 support.

 Monty Taylor <monty.taylor@gmail.com>

   * Solaris 10 + Sun Studio fixes.

 Alek Storm <alek.storm@gmail.com>

   * Slicing support for repeated scalar fields for the Python API.

 Oleg Smolsky <oleg.smolsky@gmail.com>

   * MS Visual Studio error format option.

   * Detect unordered_map in stl_hash.m4.

 Brian Olson <brianolson@google.com>

   * gzip/zlib I/O support.

 Michael Poole <mdpoole@troilus.org>

   * Fixed warnings about generated constructors not explicitly initializing

     all fields (only present with certain compiler settings).

   * Added generation of field number constants.

 Wink Saville <wink@google.com>

   * Fixed initialization ordering problem in logging code.

 Will Pierce <willp@nuclei.com>

   * Small patch improving performance of in Python serialization.

 Alexandre Vassalotti <alexandre@peadrop.com>

   * Emacs mode for Protocol Buffers (editors/protobuf-mode.el).

 Scott Stafford <scott.stafford@gmail.com>

   * Added Swap(), SwapElements(), and RemoveLast() to Reflection interface.

 Alexander Melnikov <alm@sibmail.ru>

   * HPUX support.

 Oliver Jowett <oliver.jowett@gmail.com>

   * Detect whether zlib is new enough in configure script.

   * Fixes for Solaris 10 32/64-bit confusion.

 Evan Jones <evanj@mit.edu>

   * Optimize Java serialization code when writing a small message to a stream.

   * Optimize Java serialization of strings so that UTF-8 encoding happens only

     once per string per serialization call.
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   * Clean up some Java warnings.

   * Fix bug with permanent callbacks that delete themselves when run.

 Michael Kucharski <m.kucharski@gmail.com>

   * Added CodedInputStream.getTotalBytesRead().

 Kacper Kowalik <xarthisius.kk@gmail.com>

   * Fixed m4/acx_pthread.m4 problem for some Linux distributions.

 William Orr <will@worrbase.com>

   * Fixed detection of sched_yield on Solaris.

   * Added atomicops for Solaris

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

 

1.39 metrics-spi 2.16.86 
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1.39.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.40 netty-codec 4.1.63.Final 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LineBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DelimiterBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToByteEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CachingClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoderOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EncoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/WeakReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoderByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompatibleObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/TooLongFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassLoaderClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/PrematureChannelClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ContextBoundUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Delimiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/LimitingByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/UnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DecompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/SoftReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/FixedLengthFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CorruptedFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedMessageTypeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/
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/**

* Enumeration of supported Base64 dialects.

* <p>

* The internal lookup tables in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Dialect.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecOutputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ByteBufChecksum.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeadersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CharSequenceValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ValueConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/HeadersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32FrameDecoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/JsonObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MTFAndRLE2StageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MoveToFrontTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/AsciiHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzmaFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLz.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2DivSufSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Rand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageEncoder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Utility class for {@link ByteBuf} that encodes and decodes to and from

* <a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64">Base64</a> notation.

* <p>

* The encoding and decoding algorithm in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

/**

* A decoder that splits the received {@link ByteBuf}s dynamically by the

* value of the length field in the message.  It is particularly useful when you

* decode a binary message which has an integer header field that represents the

* length of the message body or the whole message.

* <p>

* {@link LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder} has many configuration parameters so

* that it can decode any message with a length field, which is often seen in

* proprietary client-server protocols. Here are some example that will give

* you the basic idea on which option does what.

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The value of the length field in this example is <tt>12 (0x0C)</tt> which

* represents the length of "HELLO, WORLD".  By default, the decoder assumes

* that the length field represents the number of the bytes that follows the

* length field.  Therefore, it can be decoded with the simplistic parameter

* combination.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>0</b>

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>2</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0 (= do not strip header)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, strip header</h3>

*

* Because we can get the length of the content by calling

* {@link ByteBuf#readableBytes()}, you might want to strip the length

* field by specifying <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt>.  In this example, we

* specified <tt>2</tt>, that is same with the length of the length field, to

* strip the first two bytes.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (12 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+
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* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* In most cases, the length field represents the length of the message body

* only, as shown in the previous examples.  However, in some protocols, the

* length field represents the length of the whole message, including the

* message header.  In such a case, we specify a non-zero

* <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  Because the length value in this example message

* is always greater than the body length by <tt>2</tt>, we specify <tt>-2</tt>

* as <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> for compensation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  0

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

* initialBytesToStrip =  0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the end of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The following message is a simple variation of the first example.  An extra

* header value is prepended to the message.  <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> is zero

* again because the decoder always takes the length of the prepended data into

* account during frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>3</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* | Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |----->| Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |

* |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the beginning of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>
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*

* This is an advanced example that shows the case where there is an extra

* header between the length field and the message body.  You have to specify a

* positive <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> so that the decoder counts the extra

* header into the frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 3

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* |  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |----->|  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |

* | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field</h3>

*

* This is a combination of all the examples above.  There are the prepended

* header before the length field and the extra header after the length field.

* The prepended header affects the <tt>lengthFieldOffset</tt> and the extra

* header affects the <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  We also specified a non-zero

* <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt> to strip the length field and the prepended

* header from the frame.  If you don't want to strip the prepended header, you

* could specify <tt>0</tt> for <tt>initialBytesToSkip</tt>.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 1 (= the length of HDR1)

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>1</b> (= the length of HDR2)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x000C | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* Let's give another twist to the previous example.  The only difference from

* the previous example is that the length field represents the length of the

* whole message instead of the message body, just like the third example.
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* We have to count the length of HDR1 and Length into <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.

* Please note that we don't need to take the length of HDR2 into account

* because the length field already includes the whole header length.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  1

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN, negative)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b> 3</b>

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x0010 | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

* @see LengthFieldPrepender

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EmptyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Headers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4XXHash32.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32c.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446040_1617434855.26/0/netty-codec-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlFrameDecoder.java

 

1.41 jackson-databind 2.14.1 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.42 kryo-serializers 0.45 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Rennie Petersen

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/jodatime/JodaLocalDateTimeSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/jodatime/JodaLocalDateSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-
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jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/jodatime/JodaIntervalSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 Martin Grotzke

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/GregorianCalendarSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/CopyForIterateCollectionSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/CollectionsEmptyMapSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/UnmodifiableCollectionsSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/KryoReflectionFactorySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/CopyForIterateMapSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/CollectionsEmptyListSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/DateSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/CollectionsSingletonListSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/ArraysAsListSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/wicket/MiniMapSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/SubListSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/jodatime/JodaDateTimeSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-
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jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/CollectionsEmptySetSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/JdkProxySerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/CompatibleFieldSerializerReflectionFactorySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/cglib/CGLibProxySerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/CollectionsSingletonSetSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/SynchronizedCollectionsSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/EnumMapSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/EnumSetSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184356_1677539946.000331/0/kryo-serializers-0-45-sources-1-

jar/de/javakaffee/kryoserializers/CollectionsSingletonMapSerializer.java

 

1.43 kryo-parent 4.0.2 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2008, Nathan Sweet

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Esoteric Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2013 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

JUnit

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any
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other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:

 

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and
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     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each
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Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program
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(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.44 aws-java-sdk-core 1.12.7 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing AWS credentials. Implementations are free to use any

* strategy for providing AWS credentials, such as simply providing static
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* credentials that don't change, or more complicated implementations, such as

* integrating with existing key management systems.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/spi/JmxInfoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/spi/SdkMBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricAdmin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ClassLoaderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSSessionCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BasicSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/RequestClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/json/Jackson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/JmxInfoProviderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ServiceClientHolderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricAdminMBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright (c) 2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/JsonResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredPlainJsonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/StructuredJsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonProtocolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkCborGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredCborFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ====================================================================

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/URLEncodedUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NameValuePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/BasicNameValuePair.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkProtectedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkInternalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkTestInternalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/Beta.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/GuardedBy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Md5Utils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*   http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ImmutableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerAsRequestSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RequestSigner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/IonErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/ErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/CompositeErrorCodeParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InMemoryRegionsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/LegacyRegionXmlLoadUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredIonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeCborUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/LegacyRegionXmlMetadataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Partition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkIonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AbstractRegionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/CredentialScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionsLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/CRC32ChecksumResponseInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/SdkProxyRoutePlanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionRegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InMemoryRegionImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/IonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeIonUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/IonParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").
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* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NamedDefaultThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecutorServiceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/SignerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/JsonIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ImmutableMapParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/SignerConfigJsonHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/AsyncHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLogApi.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/SignerProviderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NullResponseMetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/MetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/SignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/NoOpSignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/DefaultSignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/StringToByteBufferAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/StringToInputStreamAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/regions/Regions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/ServiceAbbreviations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/AWS4SignerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateSSLSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/DeliveryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfilesConfigFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/SignerConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/STSProfileCredentialsServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ProcessCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/RequestProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/UnreliableFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/event/SDKProgressPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/SignerKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/AWS4SignerRequestParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/LengthCheckInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/UnreliableTestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/request/Progress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/Releasable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AbstractProfilesConfigFileScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfileConfigLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/FIFOCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/STSProfileCredentialsServiceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileProcessCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfilesConfigFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/Profile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ResponseProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/ProfileCredentialsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/RoleInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/BoundedLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/SyncProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/event/request/ProgressSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredJsonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/FakeIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/SdkHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/IRequestHandler2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DateTimeJsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ConnectionManagerAwareHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ApacheHttpClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CapacityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/CanHandleNullCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/IdempotentUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ApacheConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/ShouldClearSslSessionPredicate.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkBufferedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/MetricsInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/MBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RegionAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EC2MetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/SdkMBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EncodingScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/MetricAware.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CodecUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/IOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AbstractBase32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AbortedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EncodingSchemeEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkDigestInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/SdkRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ListWithAutoConstructFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ResetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS4Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFilterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/HttpClientWrappingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ServiceAwareSigner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/SdkTLSSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/TLSProtocol.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/HostnameValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EndpointPrefixAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CredentialsEndpointProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ConnectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/CredentialsEndpointRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BaseCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EC2ContainerCredentialsProviderWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/CredentialsEndpointRetryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/InstanceMetadataServiceCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/InstanceMetadataServiceResourceFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/EC2ResourceFetcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CustomBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DynamoDBBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/IdleConnectionReaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/DefaultAWSCredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CRC32MismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/EC2MetadataClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/HandlerContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AwsHostNameUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/InstanceProfileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ClasspathPropertiesFileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EnvironmentVariableCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SystemPropertiesCredentialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/util/DateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Classes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/BinaryUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringMapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/JodaTime.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkRequestRetryHeaderProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/retry/ClockSkewAdjuster.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

* <p/>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

* <p/>

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

* <p/>

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Partitions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing AWS region information. Implementations are free to use any strategy for

* providing region information.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsRegionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSServiceMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/Waiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/AwsProfileEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/PropertiesFileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/ArnConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS3Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/PropertiesCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ClientConnectionRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricInputStreamEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/StandardErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Policy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/MonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeStaxUnmarshallers.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/ArnCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HttpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerTypeAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/DefaultEndpointDiscoveryProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/EndpointDiscoveryCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/QueryStringSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonDocumentFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HostRegexToRegionMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/InternalConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler2Adaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonPolicyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HostRegexToRegionMappingJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/AuthRetryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/DefaultRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/PolicyReaderOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleThroughputMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfileConfigFileLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/utils/HttpContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ByteThroughputHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/RequestMetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AmazonHttpClient.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/EndpointDiscoveryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/HttpFailureStatusAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfigurationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/MonitoringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AdvancedConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/PredefinedRetryPolicies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerBeforeAttemptContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/Wrapped.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DefaultServiceEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/DefaultErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonUnmarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/request/impl/HttpGetWithBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerAfterAttemptContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Principal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/AsynchronousAgentDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/AcceptorPathMatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/CompositeAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleServiceMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/DateCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/MaxAttemptsRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/SdkPlainSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS4UnsignedPayloadSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterUnrecoverableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/EnvironmentVariableCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/StaxUnmarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/AwsResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ServiceNameFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AwsClientSideMonitoringMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/StaxResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonPolicyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryRefreshCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ByteThroughputProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/Presigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceMetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/PollingStrategyContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceLatencyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/CredentialsRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CRC32ChecksumCalculatingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/HttpSuccessStatusAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimestampFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/protocol/SdkHttpRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ServiceEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/MaxAttemptsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/RequestMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonUnmarshallerContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/RuntimeHttpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ApacheHttpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/impl/client/HttpRequestNoRetryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/KeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/impl/client/SdkHttpRequestRetryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HttpClientConfigJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ProxyAuthenticationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/IdentityEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ProfileCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/RetryModeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressListenerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSRequestMetricsFullSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/FixedDelayStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XpathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BasicAWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/SystemPropertyEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/NoOpWaiterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ResponseMetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ClientConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/AwsSdkMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/ArnResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/InternalConfigJsonHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSRequestMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiCallAttemptMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/NoOpSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/internal/ServiceMetricTypeGuesser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AbstractAWSSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/TlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/Arn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/AgentMonitoringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/SdkFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/AuthErrorRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/StaticCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/DefaultCsmConfigurationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/FileStoreTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiCallMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/WebIdentityTokenCredentialsProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ResponseMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/NoneTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/SystemPropertyTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecutionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ThroughputMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/RepeatableInputStreamRequestEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AnonymousAWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeJsonUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/StructuredJsonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SDKGlobalConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EnvironmentVariableEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/ConditionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/VersionInfoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/PollingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/CacheLoader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/StringCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/SystemPropertyCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/NumericCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NamespaceRemovingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AbstractFileTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryIdentifiersRefreshCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/BooleanCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/IpAddressCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/AbstractRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/ClientSideMonitoringRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceMetricType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpMethodName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SigningAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignatureVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/LegacyErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeUnmarshallers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTrackerTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskTrackerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkThreadLocalsRegistry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/JsonErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/MasterSecretValidators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/PredefinedClientConfigurations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLMetricsSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/JulLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/NoOpHttpRequestAbortTaskTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/DelegatingDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/client/ConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/JsonErrorMessageParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/CommonsLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ComparableUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SignableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/SdkHttpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTrackerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/settings/HttpClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/JsonErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/client/HttpClientFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkIOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkThreadLocals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/TimeoutThreadPoolBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/JulLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerContextKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/CommonsLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInternalList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/StackedRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SDKGlobalTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkMetricsSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ReadLimitInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/SdkConnectionKeepAliveStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/JavaVersionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SystemDefaultDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/UriResourcePathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/privileged/PrivilegedMasterSecretValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/exception/HttpRequestTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16Lower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/NoOpClientExecutionAbortTrackerTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/StaticSignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/ExecutionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/StaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonClientMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/AwsAsyncClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsRegionProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/MapUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/PathMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfoFullSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileAssumeRoleCredentialsProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/ValueToStringConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/OrRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsProfileFileLocationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/SdkInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InstanceMetadataRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/ProtocolRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/ListUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonOperationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/RequestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsEnvVarOverrideRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XMLWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/SimpleTypePathMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/StructuredPojo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AllProfiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryOnExceptionsCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/SimpleRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/FixedDelayBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/presign/PresignerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSRefreshableSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/BackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsDirectoryBasePathProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonMarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryPolicyContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/presign/PresignerFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/HeaderMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsSystemPropertyRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/response/AwsResponseHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/config/ConfigEnvVarOverrideLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/V2CompatibleBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsProfileFileLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/SimpleTypeJsonMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonErrorShapeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContentTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/MarshallerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/QueryParamMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/MaxNumberOfRetriesCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientExecutionParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsEnvVarOverrideLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/request/HttpRequestFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/DefaultAwsRegionProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsLegacyConfigLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/ExecutorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/config/SharedConfigDefaultLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsSyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkBaseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfoUnmodifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileStaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AwsErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryPolicyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonMarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AwsProfileNameLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/AwsSyncClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandlerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonErrorResponseMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/DefaultValueSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/PredefinedBackoffStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSStaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonProtocolMarshallerBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ClientConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/NullAsEmptyBodyProtocolRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsDefaultLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SdkClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallingType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredJsonFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/OperationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/AmazonWebServiceRequestAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/EndpointToRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/DefaultMarshallingType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContentTypeResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileKeyConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/SdkHttpMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsProfileRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryOnStatusCodeCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/V2CompatibleBackoffStrategyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/AbstractErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/AndRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/ProtocolMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").
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* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/PolicyUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is divalibuted

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonProtocolMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016-2019. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/utils/ApacheUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/request/impl/ApacheHttpRequestFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ReleasableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ResettableInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/EnhancedJsonErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ReflectionMethodInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is

* distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language

* governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CredentialUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/endpoint/RegionFromEndpointResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/endpoint/DefaultRegionFromEndpointResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/MetadataSupportedRegionFromEndpointProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184291_1677547471.5765982/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RegionFromEndpointResolverAwareSigner.java

 

1.45 netty-nio-client 2.16.86 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang
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 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.46 error_prone_annotations 2.7.1 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotMock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/InlineMeValidationDisabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/InlineMe.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258176975_1643041610.68/0/error-prone-annotations-2-7-1-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

 

1.47 protobuf-java-util 3.15.6 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184278_1677547599.9675891/0/protobuf-java-util-3-15-6-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/JsonFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184278_1677547599.9675891/0/protobuf-java-util-3-15-6-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/Durations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184278_1677547599.9675891/0/protobuf-java-util-3-15-6-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/FieldMaskUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184278_1677547599.9675891/0/protobuf-java-util-3-15-6-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/TimeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184278_1677547599.9675891/0/protobuf-java-util-3-15-6-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/FieldMaskTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184278_1677547599.9675891/0/protobuf-java-util-3-15-6-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/Structs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184278_1677547599.9675891/0/protobuf-java-util-3-15-6-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/Values.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184278_1677547599.9675891/0/protobuf-java-util-3-15-6-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/util/Timestamps.java

 

1.48 aws-cbor-protocol 2.16.86 
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1.48.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.49 aws-java-sdk-s3 1.12.7 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/waiters/AmazonS3Waiters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3VersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Permission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketLoggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketTaggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectListing.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketLifecycleConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketVersioningConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/MD5DigestCalculatingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketVersioningConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultiFactorAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketCrossOriginConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GroupGrantee.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http//aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PauseResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed
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* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/FutureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/DelegatingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/CompositeFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/RsaOaepKeyWrapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/AesGcmKeyWrapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapAlgorithmResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/CompletedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KMSKeyWrapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KMSKeyWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/AesGcmKeyWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/FailedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KMSKeyWrapperContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/KMSMaterialsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapperContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/RsaOaepKeyWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CryptoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/CipherProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/Mgf1Scheme.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/KMSMaterialsHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketInventoryConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3CredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketOwnershipControlsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketOwnershipControlsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketInventoryConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketMetricsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketAnalyticsConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/StorageClassAnalysisDataExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationPrefixPredicate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/StorageClassAnalysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecyclePredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryIncludedObjectVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketOwnershipControlsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketMetricsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketOwnershipControlsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketInventoryConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketAnalyticsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketMetricsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RequestCopyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AccessControlTranslation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketInventoryConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CompleteMultipartDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsAndOperator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketOwnershipControlsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketAnalyticsConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketInventoryConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/StorageClassAnalysisSchemaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/OwnerOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketAnalyticsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFrequency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsS3ExportFileFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryS3BucketDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryDestination.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsExportDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsS3BucketDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketMetricsConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryOptionalField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketInventoryConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketMetricsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketInventoryConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketInventoryConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventorySchedule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecyclePrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketMetricsConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketMetricsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketMetricsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketOwnershipControlsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationNAryOperator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").
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* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/OutpostResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ArnUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/EndpointParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/BucketConfigurationXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/XmlIntelligentTieringPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringAccessTier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3OutpostAccessPointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/IntermediateOutpostResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketCrossOriginConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketLifecycleConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ServerSideEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/HeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectRestoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DeleteObjectsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CORSRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ResponseHeaderOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyPartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GenericBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ServerSideEncryptionHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyPartResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectExpirationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ResponseHeaderHandlerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultiObjectDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketNotificationConfigurationRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/GetObjectTaggingResponseHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/SetObjectTaggingResponseHeaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Gets the optional <code>versionIdMarker</code> parameter indicating where in the

    * sorted list of all versions in the specified bucket to begin returning

    * results. Results are always ordered first lexicographically (i.e.

    * alphabetically) and then from most recent version to least recent

    * version.

    * <p>

    * A key marker must be specified when specifying a <code>versionIdMarker</code>.

    * Results begin immediately after the version with the specified key and

    * version ID.

    * </p>

    *

    * @return The optional <code>versionIdMarker</code> parameter indicating where in the

    *         sorted list of all versions in the specified bucket to begin

    *         returning results.
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    *

    * @see ListVersionsRequest#setVersionIdMarker(String)

    * @see ListVersionsRequest#withVersionIdMarker(String)

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListVersionsRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/DownloadMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileTransferMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferStateChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileDownloadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/AbstractTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileUploadImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RequesterChargedResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AbortIncompleteMultipartUpload.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/WebsiteConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/SkipMd5CheckStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").
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* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/MultiFileOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptedGetObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PutObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSECustomerKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileTransferProgressUpdatingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/PartCreationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3Direct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectIdBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExtraMaterialsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AbstractPutObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SimpleMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/QueueConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/UploadObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/KeyWrapException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/DecodedStreamBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3DirectSpi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MaterialsDescriptionProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AmazonS3ExceptionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CloudFunctionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSEAwsKeyManagementParamsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/TopicConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InstructionFileId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3DataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/OnFileDelete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/KMSEncryptionMaterialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/NotificationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ChunkContentIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterialsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/FileDeletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptedInitiateMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3SyncProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSECustomerKeyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/UploadObjectObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptedPutObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3Event.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSEAwsKeyManagementParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileTransferStateChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PutInstructionFileRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-20214 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/KMSEncryptionMaterials.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/SecuredCEK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/KMSSecuredCEK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/SecuredCEK.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExpectedBucketOwnerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExpectedSourceBucketOwnerRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/waiters/HeadBucketFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/waiters/HeadObjectFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2017. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at
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*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2Params.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/KeyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2ParamsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientParamsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/iterable/S3Versions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Download.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/StaticEncryptionMaterialsProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/DownloadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/iterable/S3Objects.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3Object.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3ProgressPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/InternalKeyWrapAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3CryptoModuleAEStrict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3CryptoModuleBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AesCbc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoKeyWrapAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/ContentCryptoMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/MultipartUploadCbcContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CipherLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModuleAEStrict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PersistableTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionV2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/MultipartUploadCryptoContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AWSS3V4Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3ObjectWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CipherLiteInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3ObjectWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/RenewableCipherLiteInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModuleAE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3CryptoModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AesGcm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3Encryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3KeyWrapScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3ProgressListenerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PersistableDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/ContentCryptoScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/MultipartUploadCryptoContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3CryptoModuleAE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CryptoRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModuleBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/exception/PauseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/ContentCryptoMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DigestValidationInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/CryptoModuleDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PersistableUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/GCMCipherLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModuleEO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AesCtr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PauseStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").
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* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3StringResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RepeatableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AccessControlList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/XmlResponsesSaxParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CanonicalGrantee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RequestPaymentConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Grantee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EmailAddressGrantee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketLoggingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ServiceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketTaggingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Owner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Grant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/Mimetypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RepeatableFileInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/TagSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Bucket.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketNotificationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AbstractRepeatableCipherInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RedirectRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListObjectsV2Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketCrossOriginConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListObjectsV2Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/InitiateMultipartUploadHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/MultipartUploadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketWebsiteConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/MultipartUploadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketWebsiteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketWebsiteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ListPartsHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketLifecycleConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3AbortableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketWebsiteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketTaggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketLocationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/ByteRangeCapturingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RoutingRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientParamsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RoutingRuleCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GlacierJobParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManagerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Tier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectTaggingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3VersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3AccelerateUnsupported.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DeleteObjectTaggingHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectTaggingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectTaggingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectTaggingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectTaggingXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RequesterChargedHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketAccelerateStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectTaggingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectTaggingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectTagging.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ObjectLambdaEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ObjectLambdaOperationEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/WriteGetObjectResponseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/WriteGetObjectResponseResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/HeaderValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/HeaderType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Checksums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Prelude.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ServerSideEncryptionRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketEncryptionRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryEncryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SseKmsEncryptedObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteMarkerReplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteMarkerReplicationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExistingObjectReplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SourceSelectionCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SseKmsEncryptedObjectsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ServerSideEncryptionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/ServerSideEncryptionS3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExistingObjectReplicationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ServerSideEncryptionByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicaModificationsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/ServerSideEncryptionKMS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicaModifications.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at
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*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RestoreOutputPathHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/RequestPaymentConfigurationXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetPublicAccessBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MetricsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/StorageClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetPublicAccessBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AbstractHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoConfigurationV2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Upload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Metrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/ObjectMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadPartCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PublicAccessBlockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3BucketResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetRequestPaymentConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AwsChunkedEncodingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/UseArnRegionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/model/CopyResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/S3ConditionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/JceEncryptionConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ObjectResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3VersionHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectRestoreHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferProgress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/UploadPartResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/metrics/S3ServiceMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationTimeStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RestoreOutputPathResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectMetadataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PartETag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3XmlResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AmazonS3Exception.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AbstractSSEHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/OutputSerialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Encryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoStorageMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeletePublicAccessBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/IsSigV4RetryablePredicate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/SSEResultBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3MetadataResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/LifecyclePredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RestoreRequestType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CSVInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ArnConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3V4AuthErrorRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListMultipartUploadsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/model/UploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CompleteMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterialsAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DualstackEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Transfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ObjectResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PartListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/BucketConfigurationXmlFactoryFunctions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectsRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetRequestPaymentConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InputSerialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/VersionListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GeneratePresignedUrlRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/UploadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultipartUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultipartUploadListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListPartsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ResponseMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectExpirationHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/BucketNameUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CompleteMultipartUploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/FileHeaderInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AnalyticsPredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CSVOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/MultiObjectDeleteXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/RequestXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3AccessPointResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RequestEndpointResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyObjectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/LegacyS3ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CompleteMultipartCopy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PutObjectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ownership/OwnershipControls.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadPartRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ownership/OwnershipControlsRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3QueryStringSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketPolicyStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CreateBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RegionalEndpointsOptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferManagerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RestoreObjectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyPartCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetPublicAccessBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferProgressUpdatingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ownership/ObjectOwnership.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/IllegalBucketNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InitiateMultipartUploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/ObjectTaggingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CannedAccessControlList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/OutputLocation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CompleteMultipartUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/S3BucketResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/S3Actions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AdjustedRangeInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3OutpostResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketPolicyStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RestoreObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeletePublicAccessBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetPublicAccessBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PolicyStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ProgressEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AbstractS3ResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MetadataDirective.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationTimeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/MetricsPredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/UploadPartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AclXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListObjectsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/QuoteFields.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InitiateMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyPartRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/S3ObjectResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/InputSubstream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ReplicationPredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManagerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MetadataEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PartSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExpressionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Copy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AbortMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/Unmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/HeadBucketRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/auth/S3SignerProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/CompleteMultipartUploadRetryablePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationDestinationConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSEAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/S3KeyFilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/HeadBucketResultHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketAccelerateConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/request/S3HandlerContextKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/StatsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/exception/FileLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/LambdaConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ServerSideEncryptionRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3KeyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ProgressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/HeadBucketResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/QueueConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/GetBucketEncryptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferCompletionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/LambdaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAccelerateConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/NotificationConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/GetBucketPolicyStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AbstractAmazonS3EncryptionV2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketNotificationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetS3AccountOwnerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/BucketNotificationConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ServerSideEncryptionByDefaultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/FilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/TopicConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/FilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/FilterRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/CompleteMultipartUploadRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/GetPublicAccessBlockStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AbstractAmazonS3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketReplicationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationRuleStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectRetentionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/AbstractDownloadCallableConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/MessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/JSONOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/XmlWriterUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/SelectObjectContentEventUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RequestProgress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/AbstractDownloadCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEventStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLockConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PresignUrlDownloadCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/UploadObjectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectRetentionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLockConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlDownloadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockLegalHoldStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlUploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/JSONType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockRetentionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DefaultRetention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockRetention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ParquetInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/JSONInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockLegalHold.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLegalHoldResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLegalHoldRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/AbortableTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLegalHoldResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlDownloadConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PresignedUrlDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLegalHoldRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CompressionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Progress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEventException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEventVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectRecordsInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlDownloadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectRetentionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLockConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectRetentionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectLockLegalHoldXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PresignedUrlDownloadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectLockRetentionXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLockConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectLockConfigurationXmlFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*
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*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

// The Amazon S3 DevPay token header is a special exception and can be safely moved

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3Client.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/Tiering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoRangeGetMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringNAryOperator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PresignedUrlRetryableDownloadTaskImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/DownloadTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAccelerateConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketLifecycleConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketCrossOriginConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketTaggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/DownloadCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketVersioningConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/FileLocks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListNextBatchOfObjectsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListNextBatchOfVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketLoggingConfigurationRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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/**

* Interface for providing encryption materials.

* Implementations are free to use any strategy for providing encryption

* materials, such as simply providing static material that doesn't change,

* or more complicated implementations, such as integrating with existing

* key management systems.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/event/S3EventNotification.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**
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* Synchronous client for accessing Amazon S3.

*

* <h1>Appendix: Amazon S3 client-side encryption meta information</h1>

*

* <h2>Introduction</h2>

* <p>

* This appendix summarizes the current crypto related meta information

* associated with an S3 object encrypted using SDK client-side encryption. In

* SDK's terminology, these meta information are classified as "user metatdata".

* In general, the meta information is just a map of key/value pairs. Physically

* they are persisted either as metadata of the encrypted S3 object, or as a

* separate S3 object called an "instruction file" (which is just a JSON file in

* plaintext.)  For all references to the Cipher Algorithm Names, Modes, and Padding,

* such as <code>"AES/GCM/NoPadding"</code>, please refer to Oracle's <a

* href="http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/security/StandardNames.html"

* >Java&trade; Cryptography Architecture Standard Algorithm Name Documentation</a>

* for more details.

*

* <h2>S3 metadata vs instruction file</h2>

* <p>

* Note when a key/value pair is stored as "user metadata" as part of the S3

* metadata, the SDK always adds an additional prefix of <b>x-amz-meta-</b> to

* the key name. In contrast, the SDK doesn't add any prefix when the key names

* are stored in an instruction file. (The reason has to do with how the http

* headers are handled.)

* <p>

* For example, <b>x-amz-key</b> would get stored as <b>x-amz-meta-x-amz-key</b>

* in S3 metadata. In contrast, <b>x-amz-key</b> would simply be stored as is

* (ie without the prefix) in an instruction file. All the keys described below

* are considered "user metadata" by the SDK.

*

* <h2>S3 1st gen crypto meta information</h2>

* <p>

* For non-KMS client side encryption, this crypto meta information is used

* to support the "Encryption Only" crypto mode (which involves the use of

* <code>AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding</code> for content encryption, and

* <code>AES/ECB</code> for encrypting the one-time randomly generated data

* key). For KMS client-side encryption, the 2nd gen crypto meta information is used.

* <h3>Scope</h3>

* This metadata can only be generated when encrypting using the V1 encryption client,

* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, but can be interpreted (decrypted) by

* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2}.

* The format is also known as v1 metadata, but because there are now v1 and v2 clients,

* the term v1 metadata is confusing.

* <p>

* <b>Encryption:</b> {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, crypto mode

EncryptionOnly<br>

* <b>Decryption:</b> {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, crypto mode
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EncryptionOnly or

* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2}, crypto mode AuthenticationOnly

* <p>

* <h3>Metadata</h3>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td width="200"><b>x-amz-key</b></td>

* <td>Content encrypting key (cek) in encrypted form, base64 encoded. The cek

* is randomly generated per S3 object, and is always an AES 256-bit key. The

* corresponding cipher is always "AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding".</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-iv</b></td>

* <td>Randomly generated IV (per S3 object), base64 encoded</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-matdesc </b></td>

* <td>Customer provided material description in JSON (UTF8) format. Used to

* identify the client-side master key (ie used to encrypt/wrap the generated

* content encrypting key).</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-unencrypted-content-length</b></td>

* <td>Unencrypted content length (optional but should be specified whenever

* possible).</td>

* </tr>

* </table>

* <p>

* <h2>S3 2nd gen crypto meta information</h2>

* <p>

* This crypto meta information is used to support both authenticated

* encryption (which involves the use of <code>AES/GCM/NoPadding</code> for

* content encryption, and key wrapping for the one-time randomly generated data

* key), and KMS client-side encryption (which can either be encryption-only or

* authenticated encryption).

* <h3>Scope</h3>

* 2nd gen metadata can be generated/encrypted by both the V1 and V2 encryption clients.

* The format is also known as v2 metadata, but this is confusing since the V1 client also generates

* 2nd gen metadata in the AuthenticatedEncryption and StrictAuthenticatedEncryption modes.

* <p>

* <b>Encryption:</b> {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}/

* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, crypto modes AuthenticatedEncryption and

* StrictAuthenticatedEncryption<br>

* <b>Decryption:</b> {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, all crypto modes, or
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* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2}, crypto modes AuthenticatedEncryption and

* StrictAuthenticatedEncryption.

* <p>

* <b>Note:</b>

* While the V1 client can both generate and interpret 2nd gen metadata, it cannot decrypt any object encrypted

* using the V2 client, because the values of <b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b> differ.

* <p>

* <h3>Metadata used the same way by V1 and V2 clients</h3>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td width="200"><b>x-amz-key-v2</b></td>

* <td>CEK in key wrapped form. This is necessary so that the S3 encryption

* client that doesn't recognize the v2 format will not mistakenly decrypt S3

* object encrypted in v2 format.</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-iv</b></td>

* <td>Randomly generated IV (per S3 object), base64 encoded. (Same as v1.)</td>

* </tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-unencrypted-content-length</b></td>

* <td>Unencrypted content length. (optional but should be specified whenever

* possible. Same as v1.)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-tag-len</b></td>

* <td>Tag length (in bits) when AEAD is in use.

* <ul>

* <li>Only applicable if AEAD is in use. This meta information is absent

* otherwise, or if KMS is in use.</li>

* <li>Supported value: <code>"128"</code></li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* </table>

* <h3>Metadata using V1 client</h3>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-matdesc</b></td>

* <td>Customer provided material description in JSON format. (Same as v1). Used

* to identify the client-side master key.

* <ul>
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* <li>For KMS client side encryption, the KMS Customer Master Key ID is stored

* as part of the material description, <b>x-amz-matdesc</b>, under the key-name

* <code>"kms_cmk_id"</code>.</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b></td>

* <td>Key wrapping algorithm used.

* <ul>

* <li>Supported values:

* <code>"AESWrap", "RSA/ECB/OAEPWithSHA-256AndMGF1Padding", "kms"</code></li>

* <li>No standard key wrapping is used if this meta information is absent</li>

* <li>Always set to <b>"kms"</b> if KMS is used for client-side encryption</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-cek-alg</b></td>

* <td>Content encryption algorithm used.

* <ul>

* <li>Supported values:

* <code>"AES/GCM/NoPadding", "AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding"</code></li>

* <li>Default to <code>"AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding"</code> if this key is absent.</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* </table>

* <h3>Metadata using V2 client</h3>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-matdesc</b></td>

* <td>Customer provided material description in JSON format. (Same as v1). For KMS client side encryption,

* the cek algorithm is stored as part of the material description under the key-name <code>aws:x-amz-cek-

alg</code>.

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b></td>

* <td>Key wrapping algorithm used.

* <ul>

* <li>Supported values:

* <code>"AES/GCM/NoPadding" (symmetric default), "RSA-OAEP-SHA1", "RSA-OAEP-SHA1" (asymmetric

default), "kms"</code>
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* </li>

* <li>No standard key wrapping is used if this meta information is absent</li>

* <li>Always set to <b>"kms"</b> if KMS is used for client-side encryption</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-cek-alg</b></td>

* <td>Content encryption algorithm used. Supported values: <code>"AES/GCM/NoPadding"</code>

* </td>

* </tr>

* </table>

* <p>

* <h3>KMS Integration for client-side encryption</h3>

* <ol>

* <li>All client-side KMS protected S3 objects are stored in v2 crypto meta information

* format. However, the key wrapping algorithm, <b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b> is always

* set to <b>"kms"</b>.</li>

* <li>For V1 clients, the KMS Customer Master Key ID is currently stored as part of the

* material description, <b>x-amz-matdesc</b>, under the key-name

* <b>"kms_cmk_id"</b>.</li>

* <li>For V2 clients, the KMS Customer Master Key ID is <b>not</b> stored as part of the

* material description and must be supplied by the decrypting client.</li>

* </ol>

* <p>

* <h4>Sample S3 crypto meta information for KMS client-side encryption</h4>

* <p>

* <h5>V1 client, CryptoMode: EncryptionOnly</h5>

*

* <pre>

* x-amz-meta-x-amz-key-v2:

*

CiAJ2GqwpJRnt4izujwoalC2YdNRNSMEslG5rw3pEI+J8hKnAQEBAwB4CdhqsKSUZ7eIs7o8KGpQtmHTUTUj

BLJRua8N6RCPifIAAAB+MHwGCSqGSIb3DQEHBqBvMG0CAQAwaAYJKoZIhvcNAQcBMB4GCWCGSAFl

AwQBLjARBAyD0rzN3KHViWixDVcCARCAOwhZ6xA8rob3Z0mNx3uKFieHKVyIC/PKlchALvG1oVLnf86m

cZJNpTXtwMkKkDocVj3Z1zGjZTufFsOH

* x-amz-iv: xqOHh+M6y0UogwG5SHJM3Q==

* x-amz-unencrypted-content-length: 32768

* x-amz-cek-alg: AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding

* x-amz-wrap-alg: kms

* x-amz-matdesc: {"kms_cmk_id":"d3fd2273-4ca0-4da5-b1c2-c89742ec6a26"}

* </pre>

*

* <h5>V1 client, CryptoMode: AuthenticatedEncryption/StrictAuthenticatedEncryption</h5>

*

* <pre>

* x-amz-key-v2:

CiAJ2GqwpJRnt4izujwoalC2YdNRNSMEslG5rw3pEI+J8hKnAQEBAwB4CdhqsKSUZ7eIs7o8KGpQtmHTUTUj
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BLJRua8N6RCPifIAAAB+MHwGCSqGSIb3DQEHBqBvMG0CAQAwaAYJKoZIhvcNAQcBMB4GCWCGSAFl

AwQBLjARBAytFVyW4I6QmwcPK1ECARCAO1VzoM6KxA9DHyNMm/BEbbjle2vLA7IY7f9OkUoSqrdxgKxp

NID9QaL/7928m1Djtld0bJpHefjm89C

* x-amz-iv: VZBksyij6DhrUMye

* x-amz-unencrypted-content-length: 32768

* x-amz-cek-alg: AES/GCM/NoPadding

* x-amz-wrap-alg: kms

* x-amz-matdesc: {"kms_cmk_id":"d3fd2273-4ca0-4da5-b1c2-c89742ec6a26"}

* x-amz-tag-len: 128

* </pre>

*

* <h5>V2 client, CryptoMode: AuthenticatedEncryption/StrictAuthenticatedEncryption</h5>

*

* <pre>

* x-amz-key-v2:

CiAJ2GqwpJRnt4izujwoalC2YdNRNSMEslG5rw3pEI+J8hKnAQEBAwB4CdhqsKSUZ7eIs7o8KGpQtmHTUTUj

BLJRua8N6RCPifIAAAB+MHwGCSqGSIb3DQEHBqBvMG0CAQAwaAYJKoZIhvcNAQcBMB4GCWCGSAFl

AwQBLjARBAytFVyW4I6QmwcPK1ECARCAO1VzoM6KxA9DHyNMm/BEbbjle2vLA7IY7f9OkUoSqrdxgKxp

NID9QaL/7928m1Djtld0bJpHefjm89C

* x-amz-iv: VZBksyij6DhrUMye

* x-amz-unencrypted-content-length: 32768

* x-amz-cek-alg: AES/GCM/NoPadding

* x-amz-wrap-alg: kms

* x-amz-matdesc: {"aws:x-amz-cek-alg":"AES/GCM/NoPadding"}

* x-amz-tag-len: 128

* </pre>

*

* <h2>S3 metadata of an instruction file</h2>

* <p>

* The following key is always included as part of the S3 metadata of the

* instruction file (which is just an S3 object). Since the SDK treats this key

* as "user metadata", the key name is always prefixed with <b>x-amz-meta-</b>

* when physically stored.

* <p>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td width="200"><b>x-amz-crypto-instr-file</b></td>

* <td>the presence of this key is used to indicate this S3 object is an

* instruction file (of an associated client-side encrypted S3 object).</td>

* </tr>

* </table>

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PreparedDownloadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/DownloadS3ObjectCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ObjectLambdasResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/ObjectCannedAclProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3AccessPointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184488_1677539957.9999604/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ScanRange.java

 

1.50 minlog 1.3.0 

 

1.51 apache-client 2.16.86 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.52 jmespath-java 1.12.7 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed
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* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathMultiSelectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpLessThanOrEqualTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathFlatten.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathIdentity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathLengthFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/InvalidTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/CamelCaseUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpLessThan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpGreaterThan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/ObjectMapperSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathSubExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/Comparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpNotEquals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathValueProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/NumericComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathEvaluationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathContainsFunction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpEquals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpGreaterThanOrEqualTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathAndExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathNotExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184303_1677539931.258746/0/jmespath-java-1-12-7-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.amazonaws/jmespath-java/pom.xml

 

1.53 netty 4.1.63.Final 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/tiles/Http1RequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CombinedHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractUnsafeSwappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/sctp/multihoming/SctpMultiHomingEchoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HttpToHttp2ConnectionHandlerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/tiles/HttpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsRecordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/CompositeNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketReadMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/DefaultPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnsafeByteBufUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ConnectionHandlerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsServerAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/internal/PriorityQueueNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/EmptyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/AbstractDnsRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionTicketKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksPortUnificationServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/CharSequenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRawRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/HeapByteBufUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecordType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/server/HelloWorldHttp2HandlerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/sctp/multihoming/SctpMultiHomingEchoServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/tiles/ImageCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsRawRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunkMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/AbstractDnsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/tiles/Http2RequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsQuestion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/AsyncMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetSocketAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsOpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ThreadProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Socket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/tiles/Http2OrHttpHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/FileDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecordDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/ShuffledDnsServerAddressStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/RotationalDnsServerAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledUnsafeHeapByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/tiles/Launcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/tiles/Http2Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsQueryEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsSection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolArenaMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainMappingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/HeadersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/AbstractHttp2ConnectionHandlerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsQueryDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/example/http2/tiles/FallbackRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SequentialDnsServerAddressStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunkListMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AbstractAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolSubpageMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/tiles/Html.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryContextManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/NativeInetAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledSlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolverBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/HashingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledUnsafeHeapByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledDuplicatedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddressStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/LongCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolverException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpExpectationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultHostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyJavaxX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DatagramSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ClientAuth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsResponseCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsQuestion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SingletonDnsServerAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsRecordDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateRequestedCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SessionTicketKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SniHostNameMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/nio/NioSctpServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/SctpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/SctpChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/AbstractTrafficShapingHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/SctpNotificationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/SctpServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/nio/NioSctpChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/worldclock/WorldClockProtocol.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/DefaultSctpChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/SctpServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/SctpChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameDecoder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/FlowControlHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/ocsp/OcspClientExample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/ocsp/OcspRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/ocsp/Digester.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/ocsp/OcspServerExample.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/ocsp/OcspUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/PreferredAddressTypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/macos/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ThreadExecutorMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CloseWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/UnsafeRefArrayAccessSubstitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/MaxCapacityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/DynamicAddressConnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsQueryEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4XXHash32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketDecoderConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/TcpDnsQueryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2MultiplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2SettingsAckFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ObjectPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/macos/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ReferenceCountUpdater.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/mqtt/heartBeat/MqttHeartBeatBroker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ExtendedClosedChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509KeyManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsQueryEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/mqtt/heartBeat/MqttHeartBeatClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/macos/MacOSDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DatagramDnsQueryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PseudoRandomFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslMasterKeyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/example/mqtt/heartBeat/MqttHeartBeatBrokerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CorruptedWebSocketFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/KeyManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/Hidden.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/PlatformDependent0Substitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopTaskQueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleKeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketCloseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/mqtt/heartBeat/MqttHeartBeatClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerMask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/CleanerJava6Substitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/svm/PlatformDependentSubstitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2SettingsAckFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/TrustManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/AbstractHttp2StreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/Cleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/CleanerJava9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FastThreadLocalRunnable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/UdtServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/SctpChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/rxtx/DefaultRxtxChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/rxtx/package-
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info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/rxtx/RxtxChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/rxtx/RxtxChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/rxtx/RxtxDeviceAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/rxtx/RxtxChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

// https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7540#section-8.1.2.2 makes a special exception for TE

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HttpConversionUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2EmptyDataFrameListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2EmptyDataFrameConnectionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ControlFrameLimitEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2SettingsReceivedConsumer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Copyright 2014 Twitter, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HpackUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HpackHuffmanEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HpackDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HpackStaticTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HpackEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HpackDynamicTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HpackHeaderField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HpackHuffmanDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLSessionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLSession.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DefaultOpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsRecordResolveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingX509KeyManagerFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultAuthoritativeDnsServerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NameServerComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsAddressResolveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ExtendedOpenSslSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/SuppressJava6Requirement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/AuthoritativeDnsServerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PreferredDirectByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslTlsv13X509ExtendedTrustManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopAuthoritativeDnsServerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DirContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsCnameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/AuthoritativeDnsServerCacheAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsAddressDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SignatureAlgorithmConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsCnameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleUserEventChannelHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsCnameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSession.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateServerExtensionHandshaker.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlEntityReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/server/SpdyServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttUnsubAckMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketClientCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRuleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/UnpaddedInternalThreadLocalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttUnsubscribePayload.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/InsecureTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlElementEnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2SecurityUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/benchmarkserver/WebSocketServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttIdentifierRejectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks4ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxyCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderValues.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/StompClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2InboundFrameLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Rand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlComment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SupportedCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/AbstractSocks4Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MTFAndRLE2StageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompSubframe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlCdata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlDTD.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxyProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/benchmarkserver/WebSocketServerBenchmarkPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttUnacceptableProtocolVersionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttConnAckMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/JsonObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/HttpProxyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttSubAckPayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/InternalThreadLocalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8FrameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlDocumentStart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkBaseApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttMessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/resolver/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompHeadersSubframe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IovArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MoveToFrontTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttSubAckMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttSubscribeMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateClientExtensionHandshaker.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/AbstractSocksMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompSubframeDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/AsciiString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketServerCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttUnsubscribeMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzmaFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/IdentityCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2DivSufSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompSubframeEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttPublishMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyNpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainNameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/ThreadLocalInsecureRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/RuleBasedIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlCharacters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttConnectPayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/server/Http2ServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttMessageFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/memcache/binary/MemcacheClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttConnectReturnCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/DefaultStompFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxyProxiedProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompContentSubframe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxyConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/client/SpdyClientInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttSubscribePayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakHint.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/server/HelloWorldHttp1Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FastThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/LastStompContentSubframe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java7SslParametersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/server/Http2Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsResolveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/server/SpdyServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/benchmarkserver/WebSocketServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/BouncyCastleSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/memcache/binary/MemcacheClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/unix/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttConnectMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/file/FileServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/DefaultStompHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/DefaultLastStompContentSubframe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/SimpleNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/DefaultStompHeadersSubframe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttConnAckVariableHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/client/SpdyFrameLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/NativeLibraryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks5ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttFixedHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompSubframeAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/Mapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttTopicSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/OpenJdkSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttMessageIdVariableHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttPubAckMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Unix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlDocumentEnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLz.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlElementStart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/client/WebSocketClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/client/SpdyClientStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/AbstractRemoteAddressFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/UniqueIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/AsciiHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoderDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/AbstractSocks5Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/server/SpdyOrHttpHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/server/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxyMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/client/HttpResponseClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/server/SpdyServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxyProtocolVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ThreadDeathWatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/benchmarkserver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/DefaultStompContentSubframe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/spdy/client/SpdyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/IntegerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttConnectVariableHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttPublishVariableHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2OutboundFrameLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/benchmarkserver/WebSocketServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/stomp/StompHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/StompClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

/*

* Adaptation of https://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

* sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

* substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ThreadLocalRandom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// Try the OpenJDK's proprietary implementation.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SelfSignedCertificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/nio/NioUdtMessageRendezvousChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/nio/NioUdtMessageConnectorChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/sctp/SctpInboundByteStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/ChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/nio/NioUdtProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/sctp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/nio/NioUdtMessageAcceptorChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/sctp/SctpMessageCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/nio/NioUdtByteRendezvousChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/TrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/sctp/SctpMessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/nio/NioUdtAcceptorChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/UdtChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/nio/NioUdtByteAcceptorChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/nio/NioUdtByteConnectorChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateVerifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledHeapByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/LastMemcacheContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/NoOpTypeParameterMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PlatformDependent0.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/CompleteFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/DefaultMemcacheContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/RecyclableArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/DefaultLastMemcacheContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/DefaultByteBufHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/AbstractMemcacheObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/GenericProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/MemcacheMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ThreadPerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/AbstractMemcacheObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheOpcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AdvancedLeakAwareByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/WrappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ImmediateExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ReferenceCountUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/AppendableCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PendingWrite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ReadOnlyIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/DefaultBinaryMemcacheRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/TypeParameterMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ReadOnlyByteBufferBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/FullBinaryMemcacheRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockJZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractReferenceCountedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SimpleLeakAwareByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAddressType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/FullMemcacheMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/AbstractBinaryMemcacheEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/DefaultFullBinaryMemcacheResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ImmediateEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractDerivedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultFutureListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/FullBinaryMemcacheResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/Promise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/AbstractBinaryMemcacheMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/DefaultBinaryMemcacheResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32c.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/UdtChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnreleasableByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ConcurrentSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/worldclock/WorldClockProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheServerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksSubnegotiationVersion.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/AbstractEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/AbstractMemcacheObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AuthMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/ScheduledFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/UdtServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/FixedCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/MemcacheContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ReadOnlyUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/rxtx/RxtxClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/GenericFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/MemcacheObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheClientCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/DefaultFullBinaryMemcacheRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/rxtx/RxtxClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/AbstractBinaryMemcacheDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/binary/BinaryMemcacheRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/helloworld/HttpHelloWorldServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksProtocolVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/EmptyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/memcache/AbstractMemcacheObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/EmptyArrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/DefaultUdtServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeak.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequestType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/Recycler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/helloworld/HttpHelloWorldServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ComposedLastHttpContent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/FormattingTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/MessageFormatter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ConnectionPrefaceAndSettingsFrameWrittenEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfigBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*

* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically, or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*
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*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =
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*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>
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* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/Library.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

  Stomp Over WebSocket http://www.jmesnil.net/stomp-websocket/doc/ | Apache License V2.0

  Copyright (C) 2010-2013 [Jeff Mesnil](http://jmesnil.net/)

  Copyright (C) 2012 [FuseSource, Inc.](https://fusesource.com)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/websocket/stomp.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/InboundHttp2ToHttpAdapterBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeadersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CharSequenceValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/StreamByteDistributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/StreamBufferingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/AbstractInboundHttp2ToHttpAdapterBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/MathUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DecoratingHttp2ConnectionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DecoratingHttp2ConnectionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/WeightedFairQueueByteDistributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DecoratingHttp2FrameWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/UniformStreamByteDistributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2PromisedRequestVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2StreamVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

//The MIT License

//Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

//of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

//to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

//furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

//The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

//all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/client/WebSocketClientHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/CharCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2ConnectionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/client/Http2ClientInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ServerUpgradeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2HeadersDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ConnectionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/server/HelloWorldHttp2Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2Settings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ConnectionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ByteObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/InboundHttp2ToHttpAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ObjectUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ByteObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2NoMoreStreamIdsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/client/HttpResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/server/Http2OrHttpHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2HeadersDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FlowController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/IntObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ShortCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/CharObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/client/Http2Client.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2FrameWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameSizePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2Stream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DelegatingDecompressorFrameListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2EventAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttQoS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EmptyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2Exception.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2DataWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/client/Http2SettingsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2Error.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2LocalFlowController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/CharObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ShortObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2CodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2HeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2LocalFlowController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2LifecycleManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/LongCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/Http2ExampleUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ConnectionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2RemoteFlowController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/LongObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2ConnectionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2RemoteFlowController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/collection/ShortObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/ByteCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/IntObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ConnectionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/LongObjectHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2Flags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ClientUpgradeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameListenerDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/collection/IntCollections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2HeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/CompressorHttp2ConnectionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/EmptyHttp2Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2FrameReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/HttpToHttp2ConnectionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientUpgradeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ResourcesUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ByteProcessorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/InlineCommandRedisMessage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/CleanerJava6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnsafeHeapSwappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FastThreadLocalThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnsafeDirectSwappedByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/websocket/StompSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/websocket/StompWebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/websocket/StompVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClosedEngineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/dns/tcp/TcpDnsClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2PriorityFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SizeClassesMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/websocket/StompWebSocketChatServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRuleComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DeleteFileOnExitHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SizeClasses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/UnixResolverOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/dns/dot/DoTClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/NetUtilSubstitutions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/LongPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/ByteBufFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxyMessageEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/websocket/StompWebSocketProtocolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttUnsubAckPayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/ResolveAddressHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/LongLongHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/haproxy/HAProxyClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/LoggingDnsQueryLifeCycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/StacklessClosedChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/websocket/StompWebSocketClientPageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/dns/udp/DnsClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/websocket/StompWebSocketChatServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/haproxy/HAProxyServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttSubscriptionOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2PriorityFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttPubReplyMessageVariableHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/stomp/websocket/StompChatHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2PushPromiseFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainWildcardMappingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/NetUtilInitializations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttMessageIdAndPropertiesVariableHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttReasonCodeAndPropertiesVariableHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2PushPromiseFrame.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/buffer/search/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/haproxy/HAProxyHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/DefaultSctpServerChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.
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    */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket.

    * See <a href="https://linux.die.net//man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCloseCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/LoggingDnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/uptime/UptimeServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/MultiDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryLifecycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/CleartextHttp2ServerUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/BiDnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerExpectContinueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledByteBufAllocatorMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/BiDnsQueryLifecycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufAllocatorMetricProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2StreamChannelBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/LongAdderCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2StreamChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddressStreamProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameCodecBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/mqtt/MqttMessageBuilders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AbstractSniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClientHelloHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/example/uptime/UptimeServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2UnknownFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/LocationAwareSlf4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SingletonDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2MultiplexCodecBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/SuppressForbidden.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufAllocatorMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/UncheckedBooleanSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/EmptyPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/NettyRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/UnixResolverDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ObjectCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsQueryLifecycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SequentialDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ConscryptAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolverTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameStreamEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/UniSequentialDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2StreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Conscrypt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2UnknownFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/OcspClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/ResolvedAddressTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ReflectionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OptionalSslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsCacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Enumeration of supported Base64 dialects.

* <p>
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* The internal lookup tables in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Dialect.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/sctp/SctpOutboundByteStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToByteEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpResponseStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/telnet/TelnetClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PingWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DefaultAttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/telnet/TelnetClientInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/server/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/sctp/SctpEchoClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostMultipartRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SwappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DecompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LineBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/qotm/QuoteOfTheMomentClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DefaultHttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/factorial/FactorialClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/securechat/SecureChatClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompatibleObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/qotm/QuoteOfTheMomentServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/GlobalEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/upload/HttpUploadClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvousBytes/ByteEchoPeerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledHeapByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/message/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PlatformDependent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/EventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/worldclock/WorldClockClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvousBytes/ByteEchoPeerTwo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/snoop/HttpSnoopClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/AttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/snoop/HttpSnoopServerInitializer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/cors/HttpCorsServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/message/MsgEchoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/helloworld/HttpHelloWorldServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/buffer/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvous/MsgEchoPeerTwo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/TextWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/snoop/HttpSnoopClientInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedWriteHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/server/WebSocketServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/factorial/FactorialServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ContextBoundUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CachingClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolSubpage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/message/MsgEchoServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EncoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/bytes/ByteEchoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/discard/DiscardServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/TimerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/UdtChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoderOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/TooLongFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolThreadCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/proxy/HexDumpProxyBackendHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvous/MsgEchoPeerOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/CommonsLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvous/MsgEchoPeerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/echo/EchoServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/worldclock/WorldClockClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InternalAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/SystemPropertyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolArena.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/PrematureChannelClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/objectecho/ObjectEchoClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/factorial/FactorialClientInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/file/HttpStaticFileServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/AbstractInternalLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/localecho/LocalEcho.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/StringUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/upload/HttpUploadServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ReadOnlyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/factorial/FactorialServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvous/Config.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/JdkLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostStandardRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoderInputStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseStatuses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/AbstractConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/factorial/FactorialServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/upload/HttpUploadServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/snoop/HttpSnoopServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/localecho/LocalEchoClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/HashedWheelTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Slf4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/proxy/HexDumpProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/snoop/HttpSnoopClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/factorial/FactorialClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/oio/OioSctpServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/proxy/HexDumpProxyFrontendHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/securechat/SecureChatClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/file/HttpStaticFileServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoderByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/file/FileServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/telnet/TelnetServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/objectecho/ObjectEchoServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/echo/EchoClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/socksproxy/SocksServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/sctp/SctpEchoServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/echo/EchoServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/upload/HttpUploadClientInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4JLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/IllegalReferenceCountException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractDiskHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/upload/HttpUploadServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/echo/EchoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/qotm/QuoteOfTheMomentClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedMessageTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/securechat/SecureChatServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/factorial/NumberEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/example/udt/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecompressor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LoggingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/udt/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Slf4JLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvousBytes/ByteEchoPeerOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/uptime/UptimeClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/portunification/PortUnificationServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/sctp/SctpEchoServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/telnet/TelnetClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/factorial/BigIntegerDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/server/WebSocketIndexPageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/portunification/PortUnificationServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/securechat/SecureChatServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/InternalLogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/objectecho/ObjectEchoServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/bytes/ByteEchoServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponseDecoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/socksproxy/SocksServerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/CaseIgnoringComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/socksproxy/SocksServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/telnet/TelnetServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/securechat/SecureChatClientInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/qotm/QuoteOfTheMomentServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/UdtMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/uptime/UptimeClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/worldclock/WorldClockServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/NetUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/socksproxy/DirectClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassLoaderClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMemoryHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/NotSslRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/localecho/LocalEchoServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/FailedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/message/MsgEchoServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/securechat/SecureChatServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/file/HttpStaticFileServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CorruptedFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvousBytes/ByteEchoPeerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/server/WebSocketServerIndexPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/LastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostBodyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/WeakReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/snoop/HttpSnoopServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/BlockingOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvousBytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/SingleThreadEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/example/proxy/HexDumpProxyInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/BinaryWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/ContinuationWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/internal/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/AttributeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/cors/HttpCorsServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/socksproxy/SocksServerConnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/socksproxy/SocksServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/DuplicatedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/server/WebSocketFrameHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/SucceededFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/EventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/objectecho/ObjectEchoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/message/MsgEchoClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/FixedLengthFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/discard/DiscardServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Delimiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/CharsetUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/upload/HttpUploadClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/worldclock/WorldClockServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunkList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/udt/DefaultUdtChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/TimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/telnet/TelnetServerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PongWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/Timer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/bytes/ByteEchoServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/websocketx/server/WebSocketServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/discard/DiscardClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvous/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/Timeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/worldclock/WorldClockServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/LimitingByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/SoftReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/sctp/SctpEchoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/sctp/oio/OioSctpChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/discard/DiscardClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/bytes/ByteEchoClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCommonUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/example/worldclock/WorldClockClientInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/UnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/InternalLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DelimiterBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/buffer/Unpooled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/socksproxy/RelayHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/MultithreadEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/Signal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/udt/echo/rendezvous/MsgEchoPeerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain
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*/

/**

* Utility class for {@link ByteBuf} that encodes and decodes to and from

* <a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64">Base64</a> notation.

* <p>

* The encoding and decoding algorithm in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SupportsIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicQueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseSpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscCompoundQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/spec/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscBlockingConsumerArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingSetInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/UnsafeJvmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/InternalAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/PortableJvmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/BaseSpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/LinkedQueueAtomicNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMapLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueueUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/spec/Preference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/ConcurrentAutoTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseMpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/util/UnsafeLongArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SequencedAtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/SpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/queues/spec/ConcurrentQueueSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/shaded/org/jctools/maps/AbstractEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/WrappedUnpooledUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/DefaultSmtpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/AcceptFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/Native.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsOptEcsRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/LimitsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2GoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/PromiseNotificationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/DefaultEventExecutorChooserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractUnpooledSlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/ReadOnlyHttp2Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AdvancedLeakAwareCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/OutOfDirectMemoryError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/EventExecutorChooserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/RejectedExecutionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2StreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/AbstractKQueueServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/AbstractKQueueStreamChannel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2WindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/UnaryPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/InflightNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsPtrRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/InboundHttpToHttp2Adapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/SmtpRequests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/SmtpCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameStreamException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxyTLV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2HeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/handler/flow/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/redis/RedisClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DelegatingSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/DefaultSmtpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2GoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/WrappedCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ChannelDuplexHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Limits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4J2Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java8SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/multiplex/server/Http2ServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/SmtpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/PromiseCombiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/haproxy/HAProxySSLTLV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/DefaultSmtpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakDetectorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2ResetFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/SmtpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledUnsafeNoCleanerDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/multiplex/server/Http2Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2PingFrame.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsPtrRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/RoundRobinInetAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/NativeLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/FlushConsolidationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/BsdSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2StreamFrameToHttpObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ErrorsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SocketWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/SmtpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/frame/server/Http2ServerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslEngine.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/AbstractDnsOptPseudoRrRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemEncoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/LastSmtpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/handler/flush/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/DefaultLastSmtpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/MacAddressUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/RejectedExecutionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/UnorderedThreadPoolEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/NativeLibraryUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/SmtpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUploadUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2ResetFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ByteBufChecksum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledSlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2DataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/RoundRobinDnsAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/ResourceLeakTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/SmtpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/UnstableApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ConstantTimeUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledDuplicatedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/AbstractKQueueChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/frame/server/Http2Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2SettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerKeepAliveHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/smtp/SmtpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/AbstractHttp2StreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PeerCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2SettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/DomainNameMappingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/ThrowableUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecOutputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4J2LoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2MultiplexCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/DefaultHttp2WindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/SocketUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsOptPseudoRecord.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SimpleLeakAwareCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractPooledDerivedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2HeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2PingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/kqueue/KQueueEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2DataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/NonStickyEventExecutorGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http2/Http2FrameStreamVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/util/IntSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/BooleanSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/concurrent/OrderedEventExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsOptEcsRecord.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/JdkLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/CommonsLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/Log4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/util/internal/logging/InternalLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageDecoderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientSessionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContextOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* A decoder that splits the received {@link ByteBuf}s dynamically by the

* value of the length field in the message.  It is particularly useful when you

* decode a binary message which has an integer header field that represents the

* length of the message body or the whole message.

* <p>

* {@link LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder} has many configuration parameters so

* that it can decode any message with a length field, which is often seen in

* proprietary client-server protocols. Here are some example that will give

* you the basic idea on which option does what.
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*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The value of the length field in this example is <tt>12 (0x0C)</tt> which

* represents the length of "HELLO, WORLD".  By default, the decoder assumes

* that the length field represents the number of the bytes that follows the

* length field.  Therefore, it can be decoded with the simplistic parameter

* combination.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>0</b>

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>2</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0 (= do not strip header)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, strip header</h3>

*

* Because we can get the length of the content by calling

* {@link ByteBuf#readableBytes()}, you might want to strip the length

* field by specifying <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt>.  In this example, we

* specified <tt>2</tt>, that is same with the length of the length field, to

* strip the first two bytes.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (12 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* In most cases, the length field represents the length of the message body

* only, as shown in the previous examples.  However, in some protocols, the

* length field represents the length of the whole message, including the

* message header.  In such a case, we specify a non-zero
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* <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  Because the length value in this example message

* is always greater than the body length by <tt>2</tt>, we specify <tt>-2</tt>

* as <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> for compensation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  0

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

* initialBytesToStrip =  0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the end of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The following message is a simple variation of the first example.  An extra

* header value is prepended to the message.  <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> is zero

* again because the decoder always takes the length of the prepended data into

* account during frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>3</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* | Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |----->| Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |

* |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the beginning of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* This is an advanced example that shows the case where there is an extra

* header between the length field and the message body.  You have to specify a

* positive <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> so that the decoder counts the extra

* header into the frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 3

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)
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* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* |  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |----->|  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |

* | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field</h3>

*

* This is a combination of all the examples above.  There are the prepended

* header before the length field and the extra header after the length field.

* The prepended header affects the <tt>lengthFieldOffset</tt> and the extra

* header affects the <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  We also specified a non-zero

* <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt> to strip the length field and the prepended

* header from the frame.  If you don't want to strip the prepended header, you

* could specify <tt>0</tt> for <tt>initialBytesToSkip</tt>.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 1 (= the length of HDR1)

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>1</b> (= the length of HDR2)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x000C | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* Let's give another twist to the previous example.  The only difference from

* the previous example is that the length field represents the length of the

* whole message instead of the message body, just like the third example.

* We have to count the length of HDR1 and Length into <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.

* Please note that we don't need to take the length of HDR2 into account

* because the length field already includes the whole header length.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  1

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN, negative)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b> 3</b>

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |
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* | 0xCA | 0x0010 | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

* @see LengthFieldPrepender

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http/cors/OkResponseHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express
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* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/FixedRedisMessagePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/multiplex/server/HelloWorldHttp2Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/ErrorRedisMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/LastBulkStringRedisContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisCodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/FullBulkStringRedisMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisMessagePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisArrayAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/SimpleStringRedisMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/DefaultLastBulkStringRedisContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/BulkStringRedisContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/redis/RedisClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/frame/server/Http2OrHttpHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisBulkStringAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/DefaultBulkStringRedisContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/IntegerRedisMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/ArrayHeaderRedisMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/multiplex/server/Http2OrHttpHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/BulkStringHeaderRedisMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/frame/server/HelloWorldHttp2Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/ArrayRedisMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/RedisMessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/redis/AbstractStringRedisMessage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-all/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/search/BitapSearchProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/search/SearchProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/search/KmpSearchProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/frame/client/Http2ClientFrameInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/frame/client/Http2ClientStreamFrameResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/search/AbstractMultiSearchProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/search/SearchProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/search/AhoCorasicSearchProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/search/MultiSearchProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/search/AbstractSearchProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/example/http2/helloworld/frame/client/Http2FrameClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/buffer/search/MultiSearchProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLPrivateKeyMethodDecryptTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateVerifierTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLPrivateKeyMethodSignTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/CertificateCallbackTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/internal/tcnative/SSLPrivateKeyMethodTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/UDPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/EthernetPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/IPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/TCPPacket.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446063_1618916486.95/0/netty-all-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriter.java

 

1.54 netty-codec-http 4.1.63.Final 
1.54.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DeleteFileOnExitHook.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/EmptyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CombinedHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpExpectationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageDecoderResult.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketCloseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CorruptedWebSocketFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CloseWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketDecoderConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE
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2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostMultipartRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractDiskHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PingWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/TextWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PongWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DefaultHttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMemoryHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpResponseStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InternalAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostStandardRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostBodyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/BinaryWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/LastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/CaseIgnoringComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/ContinuationWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseStatuses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/codec-http/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Adaptation of https://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

* sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

* substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING
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* BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerExpectContinueHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerKeepAliveHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUploadUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfigBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientUpgradeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketServerCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoderDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8FrameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateServerExtensionHandshaker.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateClientExtensionHandshaker.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketClientCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ComposedLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockJZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258195468_1643041680.07/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockEncoder.java

 

1.55 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.63.Final 
1.55.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_native.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */
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/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket.

    * See <a href="https://linux.die.net//man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257810960_1643017754.64/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

 

1.56 netty-handler 4.1.63.Final 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ClientAuth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyJavaxX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionTicketKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNames.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/TrustManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/DynamicAddressConnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslMasterKeyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleKeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/KeyManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509KeyManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PseudoRandomFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DefaultOpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslTlsv13X509ExtendedTrustManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ExtendedOpenSslSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SignatureAlgorithmConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRuleComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/ResolveAddressHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/ByteBufFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClosedEngineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkBaseApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/BouncyCastleSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java7SslParametersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/OpenJdkSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/RuleBasedIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyNpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/InsecureTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngineMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/AbstractRemoteAddressFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRuleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/IdentityCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SupportedCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/UniqueIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/ThreadLocalInsecureRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemEncoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/FlushConsolidationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DelegatingSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java8SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslClientContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/AbstractTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/IPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/TCPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/EthernetPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/UDPPacket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/FlowControlHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/NotSslRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/TimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LoggingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// Try the OpenJDK's proprietary implementation.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SelfSignedCertificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContextOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientSessionCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/ChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/TrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/handler/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ConscryptAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClientHelloHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AbstractSniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OptionalSslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/OcspClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Conscrypt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCloseCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150446080_1617434857.81/0/netty-handler-4-1-63-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler/pom.xml
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1.57 jackson-annotations 2.14.1 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.58 aws-java-sdk-kinesis 1.12.7 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/CompressionFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ProcessingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/EnableEnhancedMonitoringResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ReferenceDataSourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointRequestConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchDestinationUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ExtendedS3DestinationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/PutRecordRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisStreamsOutputUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DescribeApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseInputUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ElasticsearchDestinationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointCommonAttributeJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/AmazonKinesisAnalyticsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/OutputDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DescribeLimitsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/AmazonKinesisClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputSchemaUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ResourceInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ProcessorParameterName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseOutputUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/RecordFormatMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/MergeShardsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationOutputResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/StopApplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/AbstractAmazonKinesisFirehose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DeleteDeliveryStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputParallelismMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ListTagsForDeliveryStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RecordJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ShardFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/VpcConfigurationDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputProcessingConfigurationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/StartStreamEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/KeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationReferenceDataSourceRequestProtoc

olMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationOutputRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DisableEnhancedMonitoringRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ResourceProvisionedThroughputExceededException

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationResu

ltJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DeleteDeliveryStreamRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListTagsForStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/CreateApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/OutputFormatConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ShardFilterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/GetRecordsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/UpdateDestinationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeserializerMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/UnableToDetectSchemaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StreamDescriptionSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/StopApplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/SourceSchemaJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/KMSNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/EncryptionConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/TagDeliveryStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/CreateDeliveryStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointDestinationConfigurationMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/InvalidArgumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ProcessingConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointRetryOptionsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/PutRecordBatchResponseEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationInputResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/StopDeliveryStreamEncryptionResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/UpdateShardCountRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/GetShardIteratorResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ExtendedS3DestinationConfigurationJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationReferenceDataSourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DisableEnhancedMonitoringRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/InputFormatConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/GetShardIteratorRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/TagDeliveryStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/HashKeyRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/SplitShardResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeStreamConsumerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ListStreamsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/JSONMappingParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CreateApplicationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/TagDeliveryStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ListShardsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ShardMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/Consumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/StartDeliveryStreamEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/AddTagsToStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointDestinationUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SplunkRetryOptionsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/CopyCommandMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/S3DestinationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointDestinationDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DescribeStreamConsumerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/S3ConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ShardJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputParallelismUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/TooManyTagsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/UntagDeliveryStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/S3ReferenceDataSourceDescriptionJsonUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/KinesisStreamSourceDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RedshiftDestinationUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DescribeStreamSummaryResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordsRequestEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SplunkDestinationUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ApplicationDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationReq

uestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ProcessorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/AmazonKinesisAnalyticsClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/AmazonKinesisAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/UpdateShardCountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputStartingPositionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisStreamsInputUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DescribeStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/KMSDisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/MetricsName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DeregisterStreamConsumerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationReferenceDataSourceResultJsonU

nmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisStreamsInputDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ChildShardJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionResultJs

onUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ShardIteratorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeStreamSummaryRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/RemoveTagsFromStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeLimitsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/IncreaseStreamRetentionPeriodRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RedshiftRetryOptionsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/Output.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/UpdateDestinationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/StopDeliveryStreamEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListStreamConsumersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ListTagsForDeliveryStreamRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/Deserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DecreaseStreamRetentionPeriodRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationReq

uestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ExpiredIteratorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationOutputResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/OrcFormatVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/S3ReferenceDataSourceUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/S3ReferenceDataSourceUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DeliveryStreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/BufferingHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/VpcConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/RemoveTagsFromStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointDestinationConfigurationJsonUnmarsha

ller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CloudWatchLoggingOptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DescribeDeliveryStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/OutputFormatConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/RegisterStreamConsumerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/TagDeliveryStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StreamDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputProcessingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputStartingPositionConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/S3BackupMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/CloudWatchLoggingOptionsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/StreamDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/SourceDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/S3DestinationDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/OpenXJsonSerDe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeStreamSummaryResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointBufferingHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/CreateStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/S3ReferenceDataSourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/UpdateDestinationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ExpiredIteratorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DestinationSchemaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/RedshiftDestinationUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ListTagsForStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/AbstractAmazonKinesisFirehoseAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionRequest

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/IncreaseStreamRetentionPeriodResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationInputResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/StartDeliveryStreamEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/S3ConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/IncreaseStreamRetentionPeriodRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListTagsForStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/RemoveTagsFromStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/MergeShardsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/RedshiftDestinationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ElasticsearchDestinationUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeLimitsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CodeValidationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/TagDeliveryStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisFirehoseOutputDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ListTagsForStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointBufferingHintsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/PutRecordBatchRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/RecordColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/AmazonKinesisAnalytics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/MergeShardsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ProcessorParameterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeStreamConsumerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputLambdaProcessorDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ConsumerDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/AddTagsToStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsInputDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ListTagsForDeliveryStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/EncryptionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/MappingParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListShardsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/PutRecordsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ChildShardMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeliveryStreamEncryptionConfigurationMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ExpiredNextTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeliveryStreamDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/StartDeliveryStreamEncryptionResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ElasticsearchIndexRotationPeriod.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ConsumerDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/OrcCompression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsOutputDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ResourceInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/waiters/StreamExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/CopyCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseInputDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DataFormatConversionConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DecreaseStreamRetentionPeriodResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ElasticsearchBufferingHints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ApplicationSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisFirehoseInputDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputLambdaProcessorUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CreateApplicationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchBufferingHintsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ParquetCompression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointDestinationUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/GetRecordsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationReferenceDataSourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/KinesisStreamSourceConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.
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java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationReferenceDataSourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/RecordFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/MappingParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ListDeliveryStreamsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InvalidApplicationConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputProcessingConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/LambdaOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/PutRecordsResultEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/AmazonKinesisFirehoseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointCommonAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/OutputUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ApplicationDetailJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ListStreamConsumersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SplunkDestinationConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/AbstractAmazonKinesis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeStreamConsumerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DeregisterStreamConsumerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/InvalidKMSResourceExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DataFormatConversionConfigurationJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ProcessingConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchDestinationConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DiscoverInputSchemaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/CSVMappingParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RedshiftDestinationConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/EncryptionConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SourceDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseOutputDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ProvisionedThroughputExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/KMSEncryptionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/InvalidArgumentExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ServiceUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ListApplicationsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SerializerJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/IncreaseStreamRetentionPeriodRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/AddTagsToStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/KMSDisabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/RecordJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputProcessingConfigurationUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/S3DestinationConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ExtendedS3DestinationDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ElasticsearchS3BackupMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeLimitsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ApplicationUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchRetryOptionsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DestinationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/SequenceNumberRangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/StartApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/InvalidArgumentExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/AmazonKinesisFirehoseClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationOutputRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SourceDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/CreateDeliveryStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputStartingPosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ListApplicationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/AbstractAmazonKinesisAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InvalidArgumentExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionRequestP

rotocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseInputUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationInputRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/waiters/DescribeStreamFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ParquetWriterVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ScalingType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/waiters/StreamNotExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/LambdaOutputDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ExtendedS3DestinationConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/IncreaseStreamRetentionPeriodResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/KinesisStreamSourceDescriptionMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/Shard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointS3BackupMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SchemaConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/EnhancedMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionReque

stMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ListDeliveryStreamsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisFirehoseInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CreateApplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ConsumerStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DescribeDeliveryStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/KMSInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ListTagsForDeliveryStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/TooManyTagsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/S3ReferenceDataSourceDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RedshiftDestinationDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/UpdateShardCountResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/KMSAccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/RegisterStreamConsumerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointDestinationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/waiters/AmazonKinesisWaiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RedshiftDestinationUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/SourceSchemaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListStreamConsumersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputSchemaUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DescribeDeliveryStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DeleteStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputParallelismUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/SplunkRetryOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/CloudWatchLoggingOptionUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ListShardsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/PutRecordRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/S3DestinationUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/PutRecordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DiscoverInputSchemaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ExtendedS3DestinationUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/EnableEnhancedMonitoringRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputLambdaProcessorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ProcessorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SchemaConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/StreamDescriptionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/HashKeyRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/StreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ConcurrentModificationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListStreamsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/KinesisStreamSourceConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/KMSNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StartStreamEncryptionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/SplunkDestinationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputStartingPositionConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/UntagDeliveryStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StartStreamEncryptionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/JSONMappingParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseInputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/PutRecordBatchRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/LambdaOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListStreamsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/UntagDeliveryStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/RecordColumnJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SplunkDestinationDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputParallelism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ListApplicationsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/JSONMappingParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeliveryStreamDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DisableEnhancedMonitoringResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/PutRecordsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DescribeDeliveryStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputLambdaProcessorDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InvalidArgumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DecreaseStreamRetentionPeriodRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/UpdateApplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/PutRecordBatchResponseEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/CloudWatchLoggingOptionDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/OutputDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DiscoverInputSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputLambdaProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DestinationDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/SchemaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/S3ReferenceDataSourceUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DescribeApplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ResourceInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/UnsupportedOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeliveryStreamEncryptionConfigurationJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationReferenceDataSourceRequestMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InvalidApplicationConfigurationExceptionUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisStreamsOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionResult

JsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/StartApplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/CloudWatchLoggingOptionsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/GetShardIteratorRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputParallelismJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DeregisterStreamConsumerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/StopApplicationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeliveryStreamEncryptionConfigurationInputJsonUn

marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/SplunkS3BackupMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/CreateStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/CreateStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/MergeShardsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/AmazonKinesisFirehoseAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/SplitShardRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HiveJsonSerDeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DeleteStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/UntagDeliveryStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/VpcConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ResourceInUseException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ElasticsearchRetryOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/NoEncryptionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeliveryStreamEncryptionConfigurationInputMarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ReferenceDataSourceUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CloudWatchLoggingOptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationOutputResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ReferenceDataSourceUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DestinationDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/KMSInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/GetRecordsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/OrcSerDeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/OutputUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/UpdateApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputLambdaProcessorUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/S3DestinationUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/EnableEnhancedMonitoringResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ApplicationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SerializerMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/StartDeliveryStreamEncryptionRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisFirehoseOutput.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HiveJsonSerDeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/UpdateApplicationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeserializerJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/EnhancedMetricsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/AmazonKinesisAnalyticsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/UnsupportedOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/LambdaOutputUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ParquetSerDeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DescribeLimitsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DeleteStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DataFormatConversionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsInputUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/S3ReferenceDataSourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ResourceInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/S3Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/AbstractAmazonKinesisAnalytics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ContentEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/S3DestinationDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ShardFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/GetShardIteratorRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/OutputDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/OutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/VpcConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationOutputRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/CodeValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchBufferingHintsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/Record.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SplunkDestinationUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsInputUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointRequestConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CloudWatchLoggingOptionUpdateJsonUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/InputDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/InvalidKMSResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationOutputResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationReques

tProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/GetRecordsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/StopDeliveryStreamEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/InvalidArgumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DeleteStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DisableEnhancedMonitoringRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StreamDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ExpiredNextTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/PutRecordBatchResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/S3DestinationConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ReferenceDataSourceDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsOutputUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/BufferingHintsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/MappingParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsOutputDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DeliveryStreamDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationReques

tMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/SourceSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ServiceUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/MergeShardsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputLambdaProcessorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RedshiftDestinationDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/S3DestinationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/CopyCommandJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/StopApplicationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ConcurrentModificationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/AmazonKinesisFirehoseAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/KMSEncryptionConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DescribeStreamSummaryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CloudWatchLoggingOptionDescriptionJsonUnmarsh
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aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/FailureDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DisableEnhancedMonitoringResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ListApplicationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/SplunkDestinationUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointBufferingHintsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseInputDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StartStreamEncryptionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/CreateDeliveryStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/SplunkDestinationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ListStreamsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/StartDeliveryStreamEncryptionRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/AmazonKinesisException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationOutputRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ConsumerMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListStreamsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/RedshiftRetryOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/S3ReferenceDataSourceDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputProcessingConfigurationDescriptionJsonUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/StartApplicationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/RecordFormatType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseInputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputLambdaProcessorUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/OutputUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ReferenceDataSourceDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/OutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SplunkRetryOptionsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ApplicationUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/RegisterStreamConsumerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/UpdateShardCountRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeleteDeliveryStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DeliveryStreamEncryptionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/StopStreamEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/OrcSerDe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/FailureDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListStreamConsumersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DescribeApplicationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/S3ReferenceDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputLambdaProcessorDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ReferenceDataSourceUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/LambdaOutputDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DeliveryStreamEncryptionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputProcessingConfigurationDescriptionMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ConsumerJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ApplicationUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/GetShardIteratorResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputSchemaUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputProcessingConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationInputRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/EnableEnhancedMonitoringRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationReferenceDataSourceRequestMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DecreaseStreamRetentionPeriodResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DeleteStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/Input.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/EncryptionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/PutRecordsRequestEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/KMSThrottlingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/GetRecordsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/SequenceNumberRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/InputFormatConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ListDeliveryStreamsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchDestinationUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/PutRecordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/AmazonKinesisFirehoseAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisStreamsOutputDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseOutputUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/StopStreamEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/VpcConfigurationDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/UntagDeliveryStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/LambdaOutputUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/CreateApplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ExtendedS3DestinationDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsOutputUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/KMSOptInRequiredExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/SplitShardResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/StopDeliveryStreamEncryptionRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DeregisterStreamConsumerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ReferenceDataSourceDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationReferenceDataSourceRequestProto

colMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/CloudWatchLoggingOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ProcessorParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/CloudWatchLoggingOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/RedshiftS3BackupMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/SequenceNumberRangeMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputParallelismUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DescribeApplicationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/UnableToDetectSchemaExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/UpdateApplicationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ListTagsForDeliveryStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/UpdateDestinationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordsResultEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CloudWatchLoggingOptionDescriptionMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeleteDeliveryStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/KMSThrottlingExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsInputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchDestinationConfigurationJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RecordMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StopStreamEncryptionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/KMSAccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DeliveryStreamEncryptionConfigurationInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DestinationSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointCommonAttributeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DeregisterStreamConsumerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeStreamSummaryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DestinationSchemaJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ElasticsearchDestinationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListShardsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/StopDeliveryStreamEncryptionRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/PutRecordResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ListDeliveryStreamsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ConcurrentModificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/AmazonKinesisClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/LambdaOutputDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointRequestConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListTagsForStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/KMSEncryptionConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/UpdateApplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/AmazonKinesisAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ServiceUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CloudWatchLoggingOptionUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/StartApplicationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ExtendedS3DestinationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SplunkDestinationDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointDestinationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ConcurrentModificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/LambdaOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ListShardsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/RegisterStreamConsumerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ParquetSerDe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/CreateStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/CreateStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/StartApplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DescribeDeliveryStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/DescribeStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ServiceUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/SplitShardRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/OutputFormatConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/KinesisStreamSourceDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ExtendedS3DestinationUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisFirehoseOutputUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationInputRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisFirehoseInputUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/S3DestinationUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/RegisterStreamConsumerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ListStreamConsumersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/OpenXJsonSerDeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ShardFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputProcessingConfigurationUpdateJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputProcessingConfigurationUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/Record.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/HashKeyRangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ParquetSerDeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ApplicationDetailMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CSVMappingParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ApplicationSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AmazonKinesisAnalyticsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/RemoveTagsFromStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordsRequestEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StreamDescriptionSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/RecordColumnMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointDestinationUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ApplicationSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HECEndpointType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DeliveryStreamType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ReferenceDataSourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchRetryOptionsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ResourceProvisionedThroughputExceededException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/CreateDeliveryStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ProcessorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/PutRecordBatchRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ReferenceDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RedshiftDestinationConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DescribeStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ExtendedS3DestinationUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/FailureDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DecreaseStreamRetentionPeriodRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ResourceInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisFirehoseOutputDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/AddTagsToStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DeleteApplicationCloudWatchLoggingOptionReque

stProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointRetryOptionsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsInputDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/LambdaOutputUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/SplunkDestinationConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/AmazonKinesis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/RemoveTagsFromStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/CreateDeliveryStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/ChildShard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationOutputRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DescribeApplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/UpdateDestinationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/PutRecordResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationOutputRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/KinesisStreamsInputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/AddApplicationReferenceDataSourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/RedshiftRetryOptionsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/DeleteApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/OpenXJsonSerDeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchDestinationDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/RecordFormatJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/ListDeliveryStreamsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/KinesisStreamsInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/AmazonKinesisAnalyticsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ElasticsearchDestinationDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/KMSOptInRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/ListApplicationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/AmazonKinesisFirehose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/AddTagsToStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/HttpEndpointDestinationDescriptionJsonUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StopStreamEncryptionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/RecordMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/SplitShardRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/StopStreamEncryptionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/RedshiftDestinationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/StartStreamEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/KinesisStreamSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/AmazonKinesisAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HiveJsonSerDe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/ProcessorParameterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/HttpEndpointRetryOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/StopApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/CSVMappingParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/PutRecordResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/DeleteDeliveryStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/PutRecordBatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/DescribeStreamConsumerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/AmazonKinesisAnalyticsAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/DeliveryStreamFailureType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/UpdateShardCountResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DiscoverInputSchemaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/InputFormatConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordsResultEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationInputProcessingConfigurationResultJ

sonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/AmazonKinesisFirehoseClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/PutRecordBatchResponseEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/DiscoverInputSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/VpcConfigurationDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/BufferingHintsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisfirehose/model/transform/OrcSerDeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/ConsumerDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/InputDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/EnableEnhancedMonitoringRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/AbstractAmazonKinesisAnalyticsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/PutRecordsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/AddApplicationReferenceDataSourceResultJsonUn

marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesisanalytics/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184311_1677547530.200579/0/aws-java-sdk-kinesis-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/model/transform/EnhancedMetricsMarshaller.java

 

1.59 commons-logging 1.2 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Apache Commons Logging

Copyright 2003-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.60 kryo 5.0.0-RC1 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2008-2018, Nathan Sweet

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following

* conditions are met:

*

* - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

* - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following

* disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* - Neither the name of Esoteric Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived

* from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

* SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/AsmField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/Kryo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/ByteBufferOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-
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jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/MapSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/TimeSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/Registration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/Generics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/VersionFieldSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/unsafe/UnsafeByteBufferOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/BlowfishSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/ByteBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/EnumNameSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/MapReferenceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/DeflateSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/KryoException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/IntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/HashMapReferenceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/ExternalizableSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/ByteBufferOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/CompatibleFieldSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/DefaultSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/ReferenceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/ImmutableSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/CollectionSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/Output.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/DefaultInstantiatorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-
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jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/CachedFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/unsafe/UnsafeInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/TaggedFieldSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/ClosureSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/DefaultSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/ByteBufferInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/GenericsUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/BeanSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/KryoObjectOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/KryoSerializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/FieldSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/KryoDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/DefaultClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/UnsafeField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/Input.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/ObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/KryoDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/IdentityMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/KryoCopyable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/IdentityObjectIntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/OutputChunked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/ListReferenceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/unsafe/UnsafeOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/EnumMapSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-
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jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/InputChunked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/DefaultArraySerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/unsafe/UnsafeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/io/KryoObjectInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/JavaSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/ReflectField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/unsafe/UnsafeByteBufferInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/serializers/OptionalSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1097492970_1602080077.51/0/kryo-5-0-0-rc1-sources-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/kryo/util/IntArray.java

 

1.61 protocol-core 2.16.86 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by
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Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.62 openssl 1.0.1m 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

Pentium Pro 200mhz

FreeBSD 2.1.5

gcc 2.7.2.2

 

SSLeay 0.7.0 30-Jan-1997

built on Tue Apr 22 12:14:36 EST 1997

options:bn(64,32) md2(int) rc4(idx,int) des(ptr,risc1,16,long) idea(int) blowfish(ptr2)

C flags:gcc -DTERMIOS -D_ANSI_SOURCE -fomit-frame-pointer -O3 -m486 -Wall

The 'numbers' are in 1000s of bytes per second processed.

type              8 bytes     64 bytes    256 bytes   1024 bytes   8192 bytes

md2               130.99k      367.68k      499.09k      547.04k      566.50k

md5              1924.98k     8293.50k    13464.41k    16010.39k    16820.68k

sha              1250.75k     5330.43k     8636.88k    10227.36k    10779.14k

sha1             1071.55k     4572.50k     7459.98k     8791.96k     9341.61k

rc4             10724.22k    14546.25k    15240.18k    15259.50k    15265.63k

des cbc          3309.11k     3883.01k     3968.25k     3971.86k     3979.14k

des ede3         1442.98k     1548.33k     1562.48k     1562.00k     1563.33k

idea cbc         2195.69k     2506.39k     2529.59k     2545.66k     2546.54k

rc2 cbc           806.00k      833.52k      837.58k      838.52k      836.69k

blowfish cbc     4687.34k     5949.97k     6182.43k     6248.11k     6226.09k

rsa  512 bits   0.010s

rsa 1024 bits   0.045s

rsa 2048 bits   0.260s
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rsa 4096 bits   1.690s

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual

message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past
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experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an Blowfish implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This
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implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

Motorolla 68020 20mhz, NetBSD

 

SSLeay 0.9.0t 29-May-1998

built on Fri Jun  5 12:42:23 EST 1998

options:bn(64,32) md2(char) rc4(idx,int) des(idx,cisc,16,long) idea(int) blowfish(idx)

C flags:gcc -DTERMIOS -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer -Wall -DB_ENDIAN

The 'numbers' are in 1000s of bytes per second processed.

type              8 bytes     64 bytes    256 bytes   1024 bytes   8192 bytes

md2               2176.00      5994.67      8079.73      8845.18      9077.01

mdc2              5730.67      6122.67      6167.66      6176.51      6174.87

md5                 29.10k      127.31k      209.66k      250.50k      263.99k

hmac(md5)           12.33k       73.02k      160.17k      228.04k      261.15k

sha1                11.27k       49.37k       84.31k      102.40k      109.23k

rmd160              11.69k       48.62k       78.76k       93.15k       98.41k

rc4                117.96k      148.94k      152.57k      153.09k      152.92k

des cbc             27.13k       30.06k       30.38k       30.38k       30.53k

des ede3            10.51k       10.94k       11.01k       11.01k       11.01k

idea cbc            26.74k       29.23k       29.45k       29.60k       29.74k

rc2 cbc             34.27k       39.39k       40.03k       40.07k       40.16k

rc5-32/12 cbc       64.31k       83.18k       85.70k       86.70k       87.09k

blowfish cbc        48.86k       59.18k       60.07k       60.42k       60.78k

cast cbc            42.67k       50.01k       50.86k       51.20k       51.37k

                 sign    verify    sign/s verify/s

rsa  512 bits   0.7738s   0.0774s      1.3     12.9

rsa 1024 bits   4.3967s   0.2615s      0.2      3.8

rsa 2048 bits  29.5200s   0.9664s      0.0      1.0

                 sign    verify    sign/s verify/s

dsa  512 bits   0.7862s   0.9709s      1.3      1.0

dsa 1024 bits   2.5375s   3.1625s      0.4      0.3

dsa 2048 bits   9.2150s  11.8200s      0.1      0.1

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*
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*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

1.63 tinyxml-2 6.1.0 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any

damages arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any

purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and

redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this

software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation

would be appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and

must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

distribution.

 

1.64 activation-api 1.2.0 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

   portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

   Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

   modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

   or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

   previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

   under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

   of computer software code that is originally released under this

   License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.
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   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

   hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

   modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

   Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

   Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

   offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

   (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

   the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

   License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

   (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

   Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

   with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

   grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or
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   trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

   display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

   created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

   unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

   of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

   combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

   otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

   portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

   that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

   on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

   Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

   party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

   of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

   (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

   under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

   in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

   and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

   copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

   or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

   Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

   Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

   through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

   have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

   within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

   descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

   Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

   this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

   offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

   the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

   result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

   the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

   choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

   Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

   it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

   are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

   every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

   the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

   Software.
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4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

   new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

   given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

   4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

   this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

   the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

   prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

   under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

   make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

   of the License under which You originally received the Covered

   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

   subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

   remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

   note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

   make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

   License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

   IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

   THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

   AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
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6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

   Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

   Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

   Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

   Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

   Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

   from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

   expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

   day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

   Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

   a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

   into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

   license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

   TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT
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   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

   APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

   PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

   AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

   software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

   as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

   with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

   (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

   with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

   clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

   clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

   software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

   the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

   the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

   provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

   provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

   to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

   venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

   with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

   limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

   The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

   the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

   regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

   construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

   agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

   or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
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   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

   out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

   work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

   responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

   shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
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free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program
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(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

   (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to
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the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
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WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

   `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

   it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

   program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

   James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

General Public License instead of this License.

 

#

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its

affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its

Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only

where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's

header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file

that accompanied this code."

 

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent

programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided

under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software

Foundation and others.  For example, the package includes programs

licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.  Such programs are

licensed to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding

the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which

permits you to use that code in combination with other independent

modules not licensed under the GPLv2.  However, note that this would

not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with

Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such

code into a file also containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then
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distributing the result.  Additionally, if you were to remove the

Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and

distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or

all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and

since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items

included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to

further distribute the package.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a

lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath

Exception or making modifications to this package which may

subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party

software.

 

CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

1.65 regions 2.16.86 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.66 joda-time 2.12.1 
1.66.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (https://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.67 httpcomponents-core 4.4.11 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.68 utils 2.16.86 
1.68.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS
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**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.69 amazon-kinesis-client 1.14.0 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/exceptions/ShutdownException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/Worker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/DatePropertyValueDecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/GetRecordsRetrievalStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/proxies/IKinesisProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/ClientConfigurationPropertyValueDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShardConsumerShutdownNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/MultiLangRecordProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/interfaces/v2/IRecordProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/PreparedCheckpointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/proxies/KinesisProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/CheckpointValueComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/util/DynamoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/NullMetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/messages/InitializeMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/SynchronousGetRecordsRetrievalStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/messages/JsonFriendlyRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/LongPropertyValueDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/LeaseTaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/AccumulatingMetricsScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShardPrioritization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/GracefulShutdownContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ProcessTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/LogMetricsScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/types/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/interfaces/v2/IRecordProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/MessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/KinesisClientLibConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/exceptions/InvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/NonEmptyLeaseTableSynchronizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/KinesisClientLeaseSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShutdownTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/InitialPositionInStreamExtended.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/exceptions/KinesisClientLibDependencyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/LeaseManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/GracefulShutdownCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/proxies/IKinesisProxyExtended.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/NullMetricsScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/SequenceNumberValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/interfaces/ILeaseManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/DrainChildSTDOUTTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ParentsFirstShardPrioritization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/CWMetricKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/MetricDatumWithKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ITask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/KinesisClientLibLeaseCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/messages/CheckpointMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/MultiLangDaemonConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/KinesisDataFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/types/ExtendedSequenceNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/DefaultCWMetricsPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/LineReaderTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/proxies/IKinesisProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/exceptions/internal/BlockedOnParentShardException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/messages/StatusMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/DataFetcherResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/interfaces/IRecordProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShutdownReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/proxies/KinesisProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/FilteringMetricsScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/exceptions/ThrottlingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/InitialPositionInStreamPropertyValueDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/KinesisClientLibConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/NoOpShardPrioritization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/exceptions/DependencyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/LeaseRenewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShardSyncTaskManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/CWMetricsScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShardConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/IPropertyValueDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/exceptions/KinesisClientLibRetryableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/interfaces/IRecordProcessorCheckpointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/CWMetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/interfaces/ILeaseSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/TaskType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/MetricsCollectingTaskDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/InterceptingMetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/interfaces/ILeaseRenewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/types/ShutdownInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/EndingMetricsScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/KinesisClientLeaseManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/MultiLangDaemon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/AsynchronousGetRecordsRetrievalStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/SimpleRecordsFetcherFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/InitializeTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/messages/ShutdownMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/GetRecordsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/utils/NamedThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/checkpoint/SentinelCheckpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/interfaces/ILeaseTaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/BlockingGetRecordsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/RecordProcessorCheckpointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/LeaderDecider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/MessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/BooleanPropertyValueDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/SetPropertyValueDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/exceptions/internal/KinesisClientLibIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShutdownNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/LogMetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/IntegerPropertyValueDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/messages/ShutdownRequestedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/interfaces/v2/IShutdownNotificationAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/InitialPositionInStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ThrottlingReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/LeaseSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/LeaseSynchronizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/TaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/exceptions/KinesisClientLibNonRetryableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/MetricsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/interfaces/IKinesisClientLeaseManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/exceptions/InvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/ThreadSafeMetricsDelegatingScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/GetNextMessageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/AccumulateByNameMetricsScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/DeterministicShuffleShardSyncLeaderDecider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/exceptions/ProvisionedThroughputException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/RecordsFetcherFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShardSyncTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShutdownNotificationTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/KinesisShardSyncer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/DoesNothingPreparedCheckpointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/DimensionTrackingMetricsScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/EmptyLeaseTableSynchronizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/exceptions/LeasingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShardSyncer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/BlockOnParentShardTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/ICWMetricsPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/interfaces/IMetricsScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ShardInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/DrainChildSTDERRTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/types/UserRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/PeriodicShardSyncManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/MultiLangRecordProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/exceptions/KinesisClientLibException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/PrefetchGetRecordsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/interfaces/IRecordProcessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/Lease.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/proxies/MetricsCollectingKinesisProxyDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/HashKeyRangeForLease.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/LeaseCoordinator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/MetricAccumulatingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/V1ToV2RecordProcessorFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/CWPublisherRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/MultiLangProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/ConsumerStates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/types/InitializationInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/interfaces/IMetricsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/impl/ThreadSafeMetricsDelegatingFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/messages/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/exceptions/CustomerApplicationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/multilang/messages/ProcessRecordsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/AWSCredentialsProviderPropertyValueDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/config/StringPropertyValueDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/StreamConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/lib/worker/V1ToV2RecordProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/KinesisClientLease.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/interfaces/ICheckpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/metrics/interfaces/MetricsLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/clientlibrary/types/ProcessRecordsInput.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/LeaseCleanupManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/impl/UpdateField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kinesis/leases/LeasePendingDeletion.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1547150194_1674962234.8005352/0/amazon-kinesis-client-1-14-0-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.amazonaws/amazon-kinesis-client/pom.xml

 

1.70 commons-codec 1.15 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.71 sts 2.16.86 
1.71.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.72 curl 7.47.0 
1.72.1 Available under license : 

License Mixing

==============

 

libcurl can be built to use a fair amount of various third party libraries,

libraries that are written and provided by other parties that are distributed

using their own licenses. Even libcurl itself contains code that may cause

problems to some. This document attempts to describe what licenses libcurl and

the other libraries use and what possible dilemmas linking and mixing them all
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can lead to for end users.

 

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice!

 

One common dilemma is that [GPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

licensed code is not allowed to be linked with code licensed under the

[Original BSD license](https://spdx.org/licenses/BSD-4-Clause.html) (with the

announcement clause). You may still build your own copies that use them all,

but distributing them as binaries would be to violate the GPL license - unless

you accompany your license with an

[exception](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLIncompatibleLibs). This

particular problem was addressed when the [Modified BSD

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause) was created, which does

not have the announcement clause that collides with GPL.

 

## libcurl

 

Uses an [MIT style license](https://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html) that is

very liberal.

 

## OpenSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an Original BSD-style license with an

announcement clause that makes it "incompatible" with GPL. You are not

allowed to ship binaries that link with OpenSSL that includes GPL code

(unless that specific GPL code includes an exception for OpenSSL - a habit

that is growing more and more common). If OpenSSL's licensing is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## GnuTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the

[LGPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html) license. If this is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library. Also note that GnuTLS itself

depends on and uses other libs (libgcrypt and libgpg-error) and they too are

LGPL- or GPL-licensed.

 

## WolfSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the GPL license or a proprietary

license. If this is a problem for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## NSS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Is covered by the

[MPL](https://www.mozilla.org/MPL/) license, the GPL license and the LGPL

license. You may choose to license the code under MPL terms, GPL terms, or

LGPL terms. These licenses grant you different permissions and impose
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different obligations. You should select the license that best meets your

needs.

 

## mbedTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the [Apache 2.0

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/Apache-2.0) or the GPL license.

You may choose to license the code under Apache 2.0 terms or GPL terms.

These licenses grant you different permissions and impose different

obligations. You should select the license that best meets your needs.

 

## BoringSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## libressl

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## c-ares

 

(Used for asynchronous name resolves) Uses an MIT license that is very

liberal and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link

with.

 

## zlib

 

(Used for compressed Transfer-Encoding support) Uses an MIT-style license

that shouldn't collide with any other library.

 

## MIT Kerberos

 

(May be used for GSS support) MIT licensed, that shouldn't collide with any

other parts.

 

## Heimdal

 

(May be used for GSS support) Heimdal is Original BSD licensed with the

announcement clause.

 

## GNU GSS

 

(May be used for GSS support) GNU GSS is GPL licensed. Note that you may not

distribute binary curl packages that uses this if you build curl to also link

and use any Original BSD licensed libraries!
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## libidn

 

(Used for IDNA support) Uses the GNU Lesser General Public License [3]. LGPL

is a variation of GPL with slightly less aggressive "copyleft". This license

requires more requirements to be met when distributing binaries, see the

license for details. Also note that if you distribute a binary that includes

this library, you must also include the full LGPL license text. Please

properly point out what parts of the distributed package that the license

addresses.

 

## OpenLDAP

 

(Used for LDAP support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license. Since libcurl uses

OpenLDAP as a shared library only, I have not heard of anyone that ships

OpenLDAP linked with libcurl in an app.

 

## libssh2

 

(Used for scp and sftp support) libssh2 uses a Modified BSD-style license.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2019, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.73 objenesis 2.5.1 
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1.73.1 Available under license : 
// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2017 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.74 aws-java-sdk-sts 1.12.7 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Returns a set of temporary security credentials (consisting of an access key ID, a secret access key, and a

    * security token) for a federated user. A typical use is in a proxy application that gets temporary security

    * credentials on behalf of distributed applications inside a corporate network. You must call the

    * <code>GetFederationToken</code> operation using the long-term security credentials of an IAM user. As a

result,

    * this call is appropriate in contexts where those credentials can be safely stored, usually in a server-based
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    * application. For a comparison of <code>GetFederationToken</code> with the other API operations that

produce

    * temporary credentials, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html">Requesting

Temporary

    * Security Credentials</a> and <a

    *

href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#stsapi_comparison"

    * >Comparing the AWS STS API operations</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <note>

    * <p>

    * You can create a mobile-based or browser-based app that can authenticate users using a web identity provider

like

    * Login with Amazon, Facebook, Google, or an OpenID Connect-compatible identity provider. In this case, we

    * recommend that you use <a href="http://aws.amazon.com/cognito/">Amazon Cognito</a> or

    * <code>AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity</code>. For more information, see <a href=

    *

"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#api_assumerolewithwebide

ntity"

    * >Federation Through a Web-based Identity Provider</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * </note>

    * <p>

    * You can also call <code>GetFederationToken</code> using the security credentials of an AWS account root

user, but

    * we do not recommend it. Instead, we recommend that you create an IAM user for the purpose of the proxy

    * application. Then attach a policy to the IAM user that limits federated users to only the actions and resources

    * that they need to access. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/best-practices.html">IAM Best Practices</a> in the

<i>IAM

    * User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Session duration</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * The temporary credentials are valid for the specified duration, from 900 seconds (15 minutes) up to a maximum

of

    * 129,600 seconds (36 hours). The default session duration is 43,200 seconds (12 hours). Temporary credentials

that

    * are obtained by using AWS account root user credentials have a maximum duration of 3,600 seconds (1 hour).

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Permissions</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * You can use the temporary credentials created by <code>GetFederationToken</code> in any AWS service
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except the

    * following:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * You cannot call any IAM operations using the AWS CLI or the AWS API.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * You cannot call any STS operations except <code>GetCallerIdentity</code>.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * You must pass an inline or managed <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">session

policy</a>

    * to this operation. You can pass a single JSON policy document to use as an inline session policy. You can also

    * specify up to 10 managed policies to use as managed session policies. The plaintext that you use for both inline

    * and managed session policies can't exceed 2,048 characters.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Though the session policy parameters are optional, if you do not pass a policy, then the resulting federated user

    * session has no permissions. When you pass session policies, the session permissions are the intersection of the

    * IAM user policies and the session policies that you pass. This gives you a way to further restrict the

    * permissions for a federated user. You cannot use session policies to grant more permissions than those that are

    * defined in the permissions policy of the IAM user. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">Session

    * Policies</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>. For information about using <code>GetFederationToken</code>

to create

    * temporary security credentials, see <a

    *

href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#api_getfederationtoke

n"

    * >GetFederationToken—Federation Through a Custom Identity Broker</a>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * You can use the credentials to access a resource that has a resource-based policy. If that policy specifically

    * references the federated user session in the <code>Principal</code> element of the policy, the session has the

    * permissions allowed by the policy. These permissions are granted in addition to the permissions granted by the

    * session policies.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Tags</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>
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    * (Optional) You can pass tag key-value pairs to your session. These are called session tags. For more information

    * about session tags, see <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_session-

tags.html">Passing

    * Session Tags in STS</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <note>

    * <p>

    * You can create a mobile-based or browser-based app that can authenticate users using a web identity provider

like

    * Login with Amazon, Facebook, Google, or an OpenID Connect-compatible identity provider. In this case, we

    * recommend that you use <a href="http://aws.amazon.com/cognito/">Amazon Cognito</a> or

    * <code>AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity</code>. For more information, see <a href=

    *

"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#api_assumerolewithwebide

ntity"

    * >Federation Through a Web-based Identity Provider</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * </note>

    * <p>

    * You can also call <code>GetFederationToken</code> using the security credentials of an AWS account root

user, but

    * we do not recommend it. Instead, we recommend that you create an IAM user for the purpose of the proxy

    * application. Then attach a policy to the IAM user that limits federated users to only the actions and resources

    * that they need to access. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/best-practices.html">IAM Best Practices</a> in the

<i>IAM

    * User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Session duration</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * The temporary credentials are valid for the specified duration, from 900 seconds (15 minutes) up to a maximum

of

    * 129,600 seconds (36 hours). The default session duration is 43,200 seconds (12 hours). Temporary credentials

that

    * are obtained by using AWS account root user credentials have a maximum duration of 3,600 seconds (1 hour).

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Permissions</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * You can use the temporary credentials created by <code>GetFederationToken</code> in any AWS service

except the

    * following:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>
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    * <p>

    * You cannot call any IAM operations using the AWS CLI or the AWS API.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * You cannot call any STS operations except <code>GetCallerIdentity</code>.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * You must pass an inline or managed <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">session

policy</a>

    * to this operation. You can pass a single JSON policy document to use as an inline session policy. You can also

    * specify up to 10 managed policies to use as managed session policies. The plain text that you use for both inline

    * and managed session policies can't exceed 2,048 characters.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Though the session policy parameters are optional, if you do not pass a policy, then the resulting federated user

    * session has no permissions. When you pass session policies, the session permissions are the intersection of the

    * IAM user policies and the session policies that you pass. This gives you a way to further restrict the

    * permissions for a federated user. You cannot use session policies to grant more permissions than those that are

    * defined in the permissions policy of the IAM user. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">Session

    * Policies</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>. For information about using <code>GetFederationToken</code>

to create

    * temporary security credentials, see <a

    *

href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#api_getfederationtoke

n"

    * >GetFederationToken—Federation Through a Custom Identity Broker</a>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * You can use the credentials to access a resource that has a resource-based policy. If that policy specifically

    * references the federated user session in the <code>Principal</code> element of the policy, the session has the

    * permissions allowed by the policy. These permissions are granted in addition to the permissions granted by the

    * session policies.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Tags</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * (Optional) You can pass tag key-value pairs to your session. These are called session tags. For more information

    * about session tags, see <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_session-

tags.html">Passing

    * Session Tags in STS</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>
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    * <p>

    * An administrator must grant you the permissions necessary to pass session tags. The administrator can also

create

    * granular permissions to allow you to pass only specific session tags. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/tutorial_attribute-based-access-

control.html">Tutorial:

    * Using Tags for Attribute-Based Access Control</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Tag key–value pairs are not case sensitive, but case is preserved. This means that you cannot have separate

    * <code>Department</code> and <code>department</code> tag keys. Assume that the user that you are

federating has

    * the <code>Department</code>=<code>Marketing</code> tag and you pass the <code>department</code>=

    * <code>engineering</code> session tag. <code>Department</code> and <code>department</code> are not

saved as

    * separate tags, and the session tag passed in the request takes precedence over the user tag.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param getFederationTokenRequest

    * @return A Java Future containing the result of the GetFederationToken operation returned by the service.

    * @sample AWSSecurityTokenServiceAsync.GetFederationToken

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/sts-2011-06-15/GetFederationToken"

target="_top">AWS API

    *      Documentation</a>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/AWSSecurityTokenServiceAsync.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/STSActions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SessionCredentialsHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RefreshableTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ShouldDoBlockingSessionRefresh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ShouldDoAsyncSessionRefresh.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/internal/STSProfileCredentialsService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/GetAccessKeyInfoResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/InvalidAuthorizationMessageExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/FederatedUserStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/GetFederationTokenResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/AssumeRoleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/AssumeRoleWithWebIdentityResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/AssumeRoleWithSAMLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/GetAccessKeyInfoRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/FederatedUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/SecurityTokenServiceActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/ExpiredTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/PackedPolicyTooLargeExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/MalformedPolicyDocumentExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/GetSessionTokenResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/AssumeRoleWithWebIdentityRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/IDPCommunicationErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/GetSessionTokenResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/TagStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/RegionDisabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/GetCallerIdentityResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/AWSSecurityTokenServiceAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/AssumeRoleWithSAMLResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/AssumedRoleUserStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/AssumedRoleUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/AbstractAWSSecurityTokenServiceAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/GetFederationTokenResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/RegionDisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/AssumeRoleWithWebIdentityRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/MalformedPolicyDocumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/AbstractAWSSecurityTokenService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/GetFederationTokenRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/IDPCommunicationErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/DecodeAuthorizationMessageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/AssumeRoleWithSAMLRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/AWSSecurityTokenServiceClientBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/AWSSecurityTokenServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/DecodeAuthorizationMessageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/IDPRejectedClaimException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/GetCallerIdentityRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/CredentialsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/GetAccessKeyInfoResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/DecodeAuthorizationMessageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/GetAccessKeyInfoRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/IDPRejectedClaimExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/AssumeRoleResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/DecodeAuthorizationMessageResultStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/AWSSecurityTokenServiceAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/PolicyDescriptorTypeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/Credentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/GetSessionTokenRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/AssumeRoleWithSAMLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/InvalidIdentityTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/AssumeRoleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/ExpiredTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/AssumeRoleWithWebIdentityResultStaxUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/GetCallerIdentityRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/GetCallerIdentityResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/PolicyDescriptorType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/InvalidIdentityTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/PackedPolicyTooLargeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/GetSessionTokenRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/InvalidAuthorizationMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/transform/AssumeRoleRequestMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SessionCredentialsProviderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/RegionalEndpointsOptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/STSAssumeRoleWithWebIdentitySessionCredentialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/STSSessionCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/STSAssumeRoleSessionCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/NoSessionSupportCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/STSSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/WebIdentityFederationSessionCredentialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.
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*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Returns a set of temporary security credentials (consisting of an access key ID, a secret access key, and a

    * security token) for a federated user. A typical use is in a proxy application that gets temporary security

    * credentials on behalf of distributed applications inside a corporate network. You must call the

    * <code>GetFederationToken</code> operation using the long-term security credentials of an IAM user. As a

result,

    * this call is appropriate in contexts where those credentials can be safely stored, usually in a server-based

    * application. For a comparison of <code>GetFederationToken</code> with the other API operations that

produce

    * temporary credentials, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html">Requesting

Temporary

    * Security Credentials</a> and <a

    *

href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#stsapi_comparison"

    * >Comparing the AWS STS API operations</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <note>

    * <p>

    * You can create a mobile-based or browser-based app that can authenticate users using a web identity provider

like

    * Login with Amazon, Facebook, Google, or an OpenID Connect-compatible identity provider. In this case, we

    * recommend that you use <a href="http://aws.amazon.com/cognito/">Amazon Cognito</a> or

    * <code>AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity</code>. For more information, see <a href=

    *

"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#api_assumerolewithwebide

ntity"

    * >Federation Through a Web-based Identity Provider</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * </note>

    * <p>

    * You can also call <code>GetFederationToken</code> using the security credentials of an AWS account root

user, but

    * we do not recommend it. Instead, we recommend that you create an IAM user for the purpose of the proxy

    * application. Then attach a policy to the IAM user that limits federated users to only the actions and resources

    * that they need to access. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/best-practices.html">IAM Best Practices</a> in the

<i>IAM

    * User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Session duration</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * The temporary credentials are valid for the specified duration, from 900 seconds (15 minutes) up to a maximum

of
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    * 129,600 seconds (36 hours). The default session duration is 43,200 seconds (12 hours). Temporary credentials

that

    * are obtained by using AWS account root user credentials have a maximum duration of 3,600 seconds (1 hour).

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Permissions</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * You can use the temporary credentials created by <code>GetFederationToken</code> in any AWS service

except the

    * following:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * You cannot call any IAM operations using the AWS CLI or the AWS API.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * You cannot call any STS operations except <code>GetCallerIdentity</code>.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * You must pass an inline or managed <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">session

policy</a>

    * to this operation. You can pass a single JSON policy document to use as an inline session policy. You can also

    * specify up to 10 managed policies to use as managed session policies. The plaintext that you use for both inline

    * and managed session policies can't exceed 2,048 characters.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Though the session policy parameters are optional, if you do not pass a policy, then the resulting federated user

    * session has no permissions. When you pass session policies, the session permissions are the intersection of the

    * IAM user policies and the session policies that you pass. This gives you a way to further restrict the

    * permissions for a federated user. You cannot use session policies to grant more permissions than those that are

    * defined in the permissions policy of the IAM user. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">Session

    * Policies</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>. For information about using <code>GetFederationToken</code>

to create

    * temporary security credentials, see <a

    *

href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#api_getfederationtoke

n"

    * >GetFederationToken—Federation Through a Custom Identity Broker</a>.

    * </p>

    * <p>
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    * You can use the credentials to access a resource that has a resource-based policy. If that policy specifically

    * references the federated user session in the <code>Principal</code> element of the policy, the session has the

    * permissions allowed by the policy. These permissions are granted in addition to the permissions granted by the

    * session policies.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Tags</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * (Optional) You can pass tag key-value pairs to your session. These are called session tags. For more information

    * about session tags, see <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_session-

tags.html">Passing

    * Session Tags in STS</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <note>

    * <p>

    * You can create a mobile-based or browser-based app that can authenticate users using a web identity provider

like

    * Login with Amazon, Facebook, Google, or an OpenID Connect-compatible identity provider. In this case, we

    * recommend that you use <a href="http://aws.amazon.com/cognito/">Amazon Cognito</a> or

    * <code>AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity</code>. For more information, see <a href=

    *

"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#api_assumerolewithwebide

ntity"

    * >Federation Through a Web-based Identity Provider</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * </note>

    * <p>

    * You can also call <code>GetFederationToken</code> using the security credentials of an AWS account root

user, but

    * we do not recommend it. Instead, we recommend that you create an IAM user for the purpose of the proxy

    * application. Then attach a policy to the IAM user that limits federated users to only the actions and resources

    * that they need to access. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/best-practices.html">IAM Best Practices</a> in the

<i>IAM

    * User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * <b>Session duration</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * The temporary credentials are valid for the specified duration, from 900 seconds (15 minutes) up to a maximum

of

    * 129,600 seconds (36 hours). The default session duration is 43,200 seconds (12 hours). Temporary credentials

that

    * are obtained by using AWS account root user credentials have a maximum duration of 3,600 seconds (1 hour).

    * </p>

    * <p>
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    * <b>Permissions</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * You can use the temporary credentials created by <code>GetFederationToken</code> in any AWS service

except the

    * following:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * You cannot call any IAM operations using the AWS CLI or the AWS API.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * You cannot call any STS operations except <code>GetCallerIdentity</code>.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * You must pass an inline or managed <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">session

policy</a>

    * to this operation. You can pass a single JSON policy document to use as an inline session policy. You can also

    * specify up to 10 managed policies to use as managed session policies. The plain text that you use for both inline

    * and managed session policies can't exceed 2,048 characters.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Though the session policy parameters are optional, if you do not pass a policy, then the resulting federated user

    * session has no permissions. When you pass session policies, the session permissions are the intersection of the

    * IAM user policies and the session policies that you pass. This gives you a way to further restrict the

    * permissions for a federated user. You cannot use session policies to grant more permissions than those that are

    * defined in the permissions policy of the IAM user. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">Session

    * Policies</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>. For information about using <code>GetFederationToken</code>

to create

    * temporary security credentials, see <a

    *

href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_request.html#api_getfederationtoke

n"

    * >GetFederationToken—Federation Through a Custom Identity Broker</a>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * You can use the credentials to access a resource that has a resource-based policy. If that policy specifically

    * references the federated user session in the <code>Principal</code> element of the policy, the session has the

    * permissions allowed by the policy. These permissions are granted in addition to the permissions granted by the

    * session policies.

    * </p>
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    * <p>

    * <b>Tags</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * (Optional) You can pass tag key-value pairs to your session. These are called session tags. For more information

    * about session tags, see <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_session-

tags.html">Passing

    * Session Tags in STS</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * An administrator must grant you the permissions necessary to pass session tags. The administrator can also

create

    * granular permissions to allow you to pass only specific session tags. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/tutorial_attribute-based-access-

control.html">Tutorial:

    * Using Tags for Attribute-Based Access Control</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Tag key–value pairs are not case sensitive, but case is preserved. This means that you cannot have separate

    * <code>Department</code> and <code>department</code> tag keys. Assume that the user that you are

federating has

    * the <code>Department</code>=<code>Marketing</code> tag and you pass the <code>department</code>=

    * <code>engineering</code> session tag. <code>Department</code> and <code>department</code> are not

saved as

    * separate tags, and the session tag passed in the request takes precedence over the user tag.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param getFederationTokenRequest

    * @return Result of the GetFederationToken operation returned by the service.

    * @throws MalformedPolicyDocumentException

    *         The request was rejected because the policy document was malformed. The error message describes the

    *         specific error.

    * @throws PackedPolicyTooLargeException

    *         The request was rejected because the total packed size of the session policies and session tags combined

    *         was too large. An AWS conversion compresses the session policy document, session policy ARNs, and

session

    *         tags into a packed binary format that has a separate limit. The error message indicates by percentage how

    *         close the policies and tags are to the upper size limit. For more information, see <a

    *         href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_session-tags.html">Passing Session Tags in

    *         STS</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.</p>

    *         <p>

    *         You could receive this error even though you meet other defined session policy and session tag limits.

    *         For more information, see <a

    *         href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_enable-

regions.html">IAM and

    *         STS Entity Character Limits</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * @throws RegionDisabledException

    *         STS is not activated in the requested region for the account that is being asked to generate credentials.
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    *         The account administrator must use the IAM console to activate STS in that region. For more information,

    *         see <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_temp_enable-

regions.html">

    *         Activating and Deactivating AWS STS in an AWS Region</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * @sample AWSSecurityTokenService.GetFederationToken

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/sts-2011-06-15/GetFederationToken"

target="_top">AWS API

    *      Documentation</a>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/AWSSecurityTokenServiceClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/AWSSecurityTokenService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * An IAM policy in JSON format that you want to use as an inline session policy.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * You must pass an inline or managed <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">session

policy</a>

    * to this operation. You can pass a single JSON policy document to use as an inline session policy. You can also

    * specify up to 10 managed policies to use as managed session policies.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * This parameter is optional. However, if you do not pass any session policies, then the resulting federated user

    * session has no permissions.

    * </p>

    * <p>
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    * When you pass session policies, the session permissions are the intersection of the IAM user policies and the

    * session policies that you pass. This gives you a way to further restrict the permissions for a federated user.

    * You cannot use session policies to grant more permissions than those that are defined in the permissions policy

    * of the IAM user. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies.html#policies_session">Session

    * Policies</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * The resulting credentials can be used to access a resource that has a resource-based policy. If that policy

    * specifically references the federated user session in the <code>Principal</code> element of the policy, the

    * session has the permissions allowed by the policy. These permissions are granted in addition to the permissions

    * that are granted by the session policies.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * The plaintext that you use for both inline and managed session policies can't exceed 2,048 characters. The JSON

    * policy characters can be any ASCII character from the space character to the end of the valid character list (

    * through \u00FF). It can also include the tab ( ), linefeed ( ), and carriage return ( ) characters.

    * </p>

    * <note>

    * <p>

    * An AWS conversion compresses the passed session policies and session tags into a packed binary format that

has a

    * separate limit. Your request can fail for this limit even if your plaintext meets the other requirements. The

    * <code>PackedPolicySize</code> response element indicates by percentage how close the policies and tags for

your

    * request are to the upper size limit.

    * </p>

    * </note>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1578184452_1677539926.8845475/0/aws-java-sdk-sts-1-12-7-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/securitytoken/model/GetFederationTokenRequest.java

 

1.75 httpcomponents-client 4.5.9 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.76 jackson 2.14.1 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.77 netty-reactive-streams 2.0.5 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.78 aws-query-protocol 2.16.86 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.79 commons-validator 1.7 
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1.79.1 Available under license : 
Apache Commons Validator

Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.80 commons-lang3 3.12.0 
1.80.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.81 sdk-core 2.16.86 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.82 kinesis 2.16.86 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed
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  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.83 reflectasm 1.11.3 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2008, Nathan Sweet

*  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. Neither the name of Esoteric Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1335933469_1654004406.6611712/0/reflectasm-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/reflectasm/AccessClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1335933469_1654004406.6611712/0/reflectasm-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/reflectasm/ConstructorAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1335933469_1654004406.6611712/0/reflectasm-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/reflectasm/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1335933469_1654004406.6611712/0/reflectasm-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/reflectasm/PublicConstructorAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1335933469_1654004406.6611712/0/reflectasm-1-11-3-sources-2-

jar/com/esotericsoftware/reflectasm/MethodAccess.java
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